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Abstract

We study the problem of fairly and efficiently allocating indivisible chores among agents
with additive disutility functions. We consider the widely-used envy-based fairness properties
of EF1 and EFX, in conjunction with the efficiency property of fractional Pareto-optimality
(fPO). Existence (and computation) of an allocation that is simultaneously EF1/EFX and fPO
are challenging open problems, and we make progress on both of them. We show the existence
of an allocation that is

• EF1+fPO, when there are three agents,

• EF1+fPO, when there are at most two disutility functions,

• EFX+fPO, for three agents with bivalued disutilities.

These results are constructive, based on strongly polynomial-time algorithms. We also investi-
gate non-existence and show that an allocation that is EFX+fPO need not exist, even for two
agents.

1 Introduction

Discrete fair division has recently received significant attention due to its applications in a wide
variety of multi-agent settings; see recent surveys [2, 27, 4]. Given a set of indivisible items and a
set of n agents with diverse preferences, the goal is to find an allocation that is fair (i.e., acceptable
by all agents) and efficient (i.e., non-wasteful). We assume that agents have additive valuations.
The standard economic efficiency notion is Pareto-optimality (PO) and its strengthening fractional
Pareto-optimality (fPO). Fairness notions based on envy [15] are most popular, where an allocation
is said to be envy-free (EF) if every agent weakly prefers her bundle to any other agent’s bundle.
Since EF allocations need not exist (e.g., dividing one item among two agents), its relaxations
envy-free up to any item (EFX) [10] and envy-free up to one item (EF1) [23, 9] are most widely
used, where EF ⇒ EFX ⇒ EF1.

Achieving both fairness and efficiency is utmost desirable because just an efficient allocation can
be highly unfair, and similarly, just a fair allocation can be highly inefficient1. However, attaining
both may not even be possible because these are often conflicting requirements, which put hard
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1Consider an example with 2 agents and 2 items where agent 1 prefers item 1 to 2 while agent 2 prefers item 2 to

1. Giving all items to one agent is an efficient but unfair allocation. Similarly, giving item 2 to agent 1 and item 1
to agent 2 is a fair, according to EFX/EF1, but inefficient allocation.
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Instance type
EF1+fPO EFX+fPO

Goods Chores Goods Chores

General additive ✓ BKV[7], GM[18]† ? ✗ GM[17] ✗ (Thm. 2)

n = 3 agents ✓GM[18] ✓(Thm. 1) ✗ (Thm. 2) ✗ (Thm. 2)

Two-type ✓(Rem. 1) ✓(Thm. 3) ✗ (Thm. 2) ✗ (Thm. 2)

Bivalued ✓GM[17] ✓GM[19], EPS[14] ✓GM[17] ✓n = 3 (Thm. 4)

2-ary ✓GM[18] ✓ki ≥ m (Lem. 16) ✗ (Thm. 2) ✗ (Thm. 2)

Table 1: State-of-the-art for EF1/EFX+fPO allocation of indivisible items. ✓denotes
existence/polynomial-time algorithm, ✗ denotes non-existence, ? denotes (non-)existence is un-
known, † denotes no polynomial-time algorithm is known. Colored cells highlight our results.

constraints on the set of all feasible allocations. Moreover, the landscape of known existence and
tractability results varies depending on the nature of the items. The items to be divided can be
either goods (which provide utility) or chores (which provide disutility).

For the case of goods, a series of works provided many remarkable results showing the existence
of EF1+(f)PO allocations. There are two broad approaches. The first uses the concept of Nash
welfare, which is the geometric mean of agent utilities. Caragiannis et al. [10] showed that the
allocation with the maximum Nash welfare (MNW) is both EF1 and PO. However, computing
MNW allocation is APX-hard [22, 16], thus rendering this approach ineffective for computing an
EF1+PO allocation in general. A notable special case is when agents have binary valuations; the
MNW allocation can be computed in polynomial time for this case [12]. The efficiency notion of
PO does not seem appropriate for fast computation because even checking if an allocation is PO
is a coNP-hard problem [13]. Therefore, for fast computation, we need to work with the stronger
notion of fPO, which admits polynomial time verification.

The second approach achieves fairness while maintaining efficiency through a competitive equi-
librium [7, 6, 18, 17] of a Fisher market. In a Fisher market, agents are endowed with some monetary
budget, which they use to ‘buy’ goods to maximize their utility. A competitive equilibrium is an
allocation along with the prices of the goods in which each agent only owns goods that give them
maximum ‘bang-for-buck’, i.e., goods with the highest utility-to-price ratio. The latter property
ensures that the resulting allocation is fPO. The idea is then to endow agents with fictitious budgets
and maintain an allocation that is the outcome of a Fisher market while performing changes to
the allocation, prices, and budgets to achieve fairness. Barman, Krishnamurthy, and Vaish [7] used
this approach to show that an EF1+fPO allocation exists and that an EF1+PO allocation can be
computed in pseudo-polynomial time. Later, Garg and Murhekar [18] showed that an EF1+fPO
allocation can be computed in pseudo-polynomial time in general and in polynomial time for con-
stantly many agents or when agents have k-ary valuations with constant k. For bivalued instances
of goods, an EFX+fPO allocation was shown to be polynomial time computable [17]. Designing a
polynomial-time algorithm for computing an EF1+fPO allocation of goods remains a challenging
open problem.

In contrast, the case of chores turns out to be much more difficult to work with, resulting
in relatively slow progress despite significant efforts by many researchers. Neither of the above-
mentioned approaches seems to be directly applicable in the setting of chores. Indeed, given the
absence of a global welfare function like Nash welfare, even the existence of EF1+PO allocations for
chores is open. Using competitive equilibria for chores remains a promising approach, which also
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guarantees fPO. In a Fisher market for chores, agents have a monetary expectation, i.e., a salary,
which they aim to achieve by performing chores that have associated payments instead of prices.
The algorithms for computing an EF1+(f)PO allocation of goods ([7, 18]) use the CE framework
and show termination via some potential function. The main difficulty in translating algorithms
for goods to the chores setting seems to be that the price-rises and item transfers only increase the
potential in the case of the goods. For chores, however, price (payment) changes and transfers do
not push these potential functions in one direction as they do for goods, making it difficult to show
termination.

Consequently, the existence of EF1 + (f)PO allocation for chores remains open except for the
case of two agents [3], bivalued instances [14, 19], and two types of chores [5]. The problem becomes
significantly difficult when there are n > 2 agents. Table 1 provides a summary of existing results
that are relevant to our work. In this paper, we focus on the chores setting and make progress on
the above-mentioned problems. Our first set of results show that an allocation that is

• EF1+fPO exists when there are three agents. Our algorithm uses the competitive equilibrium
framework (CE) to maintain an fPO allocation while using the payments associated with chores
to guide their transfer to reduce the envy between the agents. Our novel approach starts with
one agent having the highest envy and then makes careful chore transfers unilaterally away from
this agent while maintaining that the other two agents have bounded envy.

• EF1+fPO exists when there are two types of agents, where agents of the same type have the same
preferences. This subsumes the result of Aziz et al. [3] computing EF1+fPO for two agents. We
develop a novel approach combining the CE allocation of an appropriately constructed market
with a round-robin procedure. Combining CE-based frameworks with envy-resolving algorithms
may be an important tool in settling the problem in its full generality. Our approach also gives
a similar result for the case of goods. Note that two types of agents strictly generalize the well-
studied setting of identical agents [8, 26]. Mahara [24] showed that EFX, without fPO, exists for
two types of agents in the case of goods through involved case analysis.

• EFX+fPO exists when there are three agents with bivalued preferences, where each disutility
value is one of two values. This improves the result of Zhou and Wu [28] which shows that
EFX exists in this case. Similar to [28], our algorithm is quite involved based on a case-by-case
analysis. We first derive a simple algorithm for computing an EF1+fPO for bivalued preferences,
which was recently shown to exist by [19, 14]. An interesting aspect of the simple algorithm
is that it outputs an allocation that gives each agent a balanced number of chores. We start
from such a balanced EF1+fPO outcome and improve the guarantee from EF1 to EFX while
maintaining the fPO property. Additionally, we show that EF1+PO exists for a class of 2-ary
preferences, where each disutility value of an agent is one of two values, but these two values can
be different for different agents. This class is not subsumed by bivalued instances.

All our existence results are accompanied by polynomial-time algorithms. Next, we investigate
the non-existence of fair and efficient allocations and show that

• EFX+fPO need not exist when there are two agents with 2-ary disutility functions. Naturally,
this also implies that an EFX+fPO allocation need not exist for two-type instances as well.

1.1 Further Related Work

The problems in their full generality have remained challenging open questions. Most progress has
been made for special cases, providing a better picture of (non-)existence and (in)tractable classes
of discrete fair division.
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EF1. Barman, Krishnamurthy, and Vaish [7] showed that an EF1+PO allocation of goods is
computable in pseudo-polynomial time. Garg and Murhekar [18] showed algorithms for computing
an EF1+fPO allocation in (i) pseudo-polynomial time for general additive goods, (ii) poly-time
for k-ary instances with constant k, (iii) poly-time for constantly many agents. Barman, Krishna-
murthy, and Vaish [8] show the polynomial time computation of EF1+fPO allocation for binary
instances of goods. For chores, it is not known if EF1+PO allocations exist. Recently, the existence
and polynomial time computation of an EF1+(f)PO allocation was shown for two agents by Aziz
et al. [3] for bivalued chores by Garg, Murhekar, and Qin [19], and Ebadian, Peters, and Shah [14],
and for two types of chores by [5].

EFX. Plaut and Roughgarden [26] showed that an EFX+PO allocation exists for the case of iden-
tical goods using the leximin mechanism. Garg and Murhekar [17] showed an EFX+fPO allocation
can be computed in poly-time for bivalued goods, and non-existence for 3-valued instances. For
both goods and chores, the existence of EFX allocations is a challenging open problem. Existence
is known in the goods case for three agents [11, 1] and two types of agents [24], and for two types
of goods [21]. In the chores case, EFX allocations are known to exist for three bivalued agents [28],
or when there are two types of chores [5].

Organization of the paper. Section 2 introduces relevant notation and definitions. Sections 3
and 4 discuss our algorithms for computing an EF1+fPO allocation for three agents and two-type
instances, respectively. Section 5 presents an overview of our algorithm computing an EFX+fPO
allocation for three bivalued agents, which is described and analyzed in full detail in Appendix A.
Appendix B contains illustrative examples.

2 Notation and Preliminaries

In a chore allocation instance (N,M,D), we are given a set N = [n] of n agents, a set M = [m]
of m indivisible chores, and a set D = {di}i∈[n], where di : 2

M → R≥0 is agent i’s disutility or cost
function over the chores. We assume that di(∅) = 0. We let di(j) denote the disutility agent i
incurs from chore j and assume disutility functions are additive, so that for every i ∈ N and S ⊆M ,
di(S) =

∑
j∈S di(j). In addition to general chore allocation instances, we especially consider the

following classes. We call a chore allocation instance a:

• Three agent instance if there are n = 3 agents.

• Two-type instance if there exist disutility functions d1 and d2 so that for all i ∈ N , di ∈
{d1, d2}. That is, every agent has one of two unique disutility functions.

• Bivalued instance if there exist a, b ∈ R+ so that for all i ∈ N and j ∈ M we have di(j) ∈
{a, b}. Here, rather than two disutility functions, we have two chore costs.

• 2-ary instance if for each i ∈ N there exist ai, bi ∈ R+ so that for all j ∈ M we have
di(j) ∈ {ai, bi}. Clearly, 2-ary instances strictly generalize bivalued instances. However,
neither is comparable with two-type instances.

An allocation x = (x1,x2, . . . ,xn) is an n-partition of the chores where agent i receives bundle
xi ⊆ M and incurs disutility di(xi). A fractional allocation x ∈ [0, 1]n×m, where xij ∈ [0, 1]
denotes the fraction of chore j given to agent i, allows for the chores to be divided. Here di(xi) =∑

j∈M di(j) · xij . We will assume that allocations are integral unless explicitly stated otherwise.
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We next define our fairness notions. An allocation x is said to be:

• Envy-free if for all i, h ∈ N , di(xi) ≤ di(xh), i.e., every agent weakly prefers her own bundle
to others’ bundles.

• Envy-free up to any chore (EFX) if for all i, h ∈ N , di(xi \ j) ≤ di(xh) for any j ∈ xi, i.e.,
every agent weakly prefers her own bundle to any other agent’s bundle after removing her
own easiest (least disutility) chore.

• Envy-free up to one chore (EF1) if for all i, h ∈ N , di(xi \ j) ≤ di(xh) for some j ∈ xi, i.e.,
every agent weakly prefers her own bundle to any other agent’s bundle after removing her
own hardest (highest disutility) chore. We use di−1(S) to denote minj∈S di(S \ j) for S ⊆M .
Thus x is EF1 if ∀i, h ∈ N , di−1(xi) ≤ di(xh).

We now define the efficiency notions of Pareto optimality (PO) and fractional Pareto optimality
(fPO). An allocation y dominates an allocation x if for all i ∈ N , di(yi) ≤ di(xi), and there exists
h ∈ N such that dh(yh) < dh(xh). An allocation is then PO if it is not dominated by any other
allocation. Similarly, an allocation is fPO if it is not dominated by any fractional allocation. Note
that an fPO allocation is necessarily PO, but not vice-versa.

Two important concepts we use in our algorithms are competitive equilibrium and Fisher mar-
kets. In the Fisher market setting we attach payments p = (p1, . . . , pm) to the chores. Agents
perform chores in exchange for payment, with each agent i aiming to earn her minimum payment
ei ≥ 0. Given a (fractional) allocation x and a set of payments p, the earning of an agent i under
(x,p) is given by p(xi) =

∑
j∈M pj · xij . For each agent i, we define the pain-per-buck ratio αij of

chore j as αij = di(j)/pj and the minimum-pain-per-buck (MPB) ratio αi = minj∈M αij . Further,
we let MPBi = {j ∈ M | di(j)/pj = αi} denote the set of chores which are MPB for agent i for
payments p.

We say that (x,p) is a competitive equilibrium if (i) for all j ∈ M ,
∑

i∈N xij = 1, i.e., all
chores are completely allocated, (ii) for all i ∈ N , p(xi) = ei, i.e., each agent receives her minimum
payment, and (iii) for all i ∈ N , xi ⊆ MPBi, i.e., agents receive only chores which are MPB for
them. Competitive equilibria are known to guarantee economic efficiency via the First Welfare
Theorem [25], i.e., for a competitive equilibrium (x,p), the allocation x is fPO.

Given a competitive equilibrium (x,p) with integral allocation x, we let p−1(xi) denote the pay-
ment agent i receives from xi excluding her highest paying chore. That is, p−1(xi) = minj∈xi p(xi\
j). We say that (x,p) is payment envy-free up to one chore (pEF1) if for all i, h ∈ N we have
p−1(xi) ≤ p(xh). We say that agent i pEF1-envies h if p−1(xi) > p(xh). The following lemma
shows that the pEF1 condition is, in fact, a strengthening of EF1.

Lemma 1. Let (x,p) be an integral competitive equilibrium. If (x,p) is pEF1, then x is EF1+fPO.

Proof. As (x,p) is pEF1, for all agents i, h ∈ N we have p−1(xi) ≤ p(xh). Since an agent i has
only MPB chores, i.e., xi ⊆ MPBi, di−1(xi) = αip−1(xi) and di(xh) ≥ αip(xh), where αi is the
MPB ratio of agent i. This gives us di−1(xi) = αip−1(xi) ≤ αip(xh) ≤ di(xh), showing that x
is EF1. Additionally, the First Welfare Theorem [25] implies that the allocation x is fPO for a
competitive equilibrium (x,p).

Lemma 1 suggests that in order to compute an EF1+fPO allocation, one can search instead
for a pEF1+fPO allocation, if possible. To do this, a natural approach is to start with an integral
competitive equilibrium (x,p), and perform changes to both the allocation x and associated pay-
ments p until the allocation is EF1 (or pEF1), while maintaining that (x,p) remains an integral
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competitive equilibrium. The latter ensures that x is always fPO. We, therefore, perform a transfer
of a chore j ∈ xh from an agent h to an agent i only if j ∈ MPBi. If we wish to take a chore away
from an agent h to reduce her envy and yet for all agents i we have xh ∩MPBh = ∅, then no agent
i can receive a chore of h. In such a case, we must adjust the payments to ensure some chore of
h enters the MPB set of another agent i. This can be done in one of two ways. The first way
is to reduce the payments of chores owned by a subset of agents other than h, done in a manner
that does not violate the MPB condition of any agent until the agents undergoing payment drops
find the chores of h attractive enough to enter their MPB set. Alternatively, one could raise the
payments of chores of h, along with possibly some other chores to ensure that the MPB condition
of no agent is violated until an agent who did not undergo a payment rise finds the chores of h
attractive enough to enter their MPB set. Once there is an agent i such that there is a chore
j ∈ xh ∩MPBi, we can transfer j from h to i. Our goal is to perform chore transfers facilitated via
payment drops or raises to modify an initial allocation to one that is EF1 (or pEF1).

Two agents will be of particular interest to execute the above ideas. An agent ℓ is called a least
earner (LE) among agent set A if ℓ ∈ argmini∈Ap(xi). An agent b is called a big earner (BE) among
agent set A if b ∈ argmaxi∈Ap−1(xi), i.e., among agents in A, b earns the highest payment from her
bundle of chores after every agent removes their highest paying chore. We call an agent the global
least/big earner when A = N . We will assume that a mentioned least earner or big earner is global
unless explicitly noted otherwise. The next lemma shows the importance of the BE and LE agents.

Lemma 2. An integral competitive equilibrium (x,p) is pEF1 if and only if a big earner b does
not pEF1-envy a least earner ℓ.

Proof. It is clear that if (x,p) is pEF1 then b does not pEF1-envy ℓ. We need only show that if
b does not pEF1-envy ℓ, then (x,p) is pEF1. For all i, h ∈ N , we have that p−1(xi) ≤ p−1(xb)
by the definition of BE, and that p(xℓ) ≤ p(xh) by the definition of LE. Putting these together
with p−1(xb) ≤ p(xh) since b does not pEF1-envy ℓ, we get that p−1(xi) ≤ p(xh). Thus i does not
pEF1-envy h and (x,p) is pEF1.

3 EF1 + fPO for Three Agents

In this section, we prove the first main result of our paper.

Theorem 1. Given a chore allocation instance (N,M,D) with three agents, an EF1 + fPO allo-
cation exists. Furthermore, it can be computed in strongly polynomial time.

We prove Theorem 1 by showing that Algorithm 1 computes an EF1 + fPO allocation in
polynomial time. Algorithm 1 begins by allocating the entire set of chores M to an arbitrarily
chosen agent i ∈ N , with payments set so that pj = di(j), giving αi = 1.2 This gives us an initial
competitive equilibrium (x,p) where i is the big earner (BE). We define agent ℓ to be the least
earner (LE) and agent h to be the middle earner (ME), i.e., the agent who is neither the big earner
nor the least earner. In the initial allocation, ℓ and h are arbitrarily chosen after the BE i is chosen.

At a high level, Algorithm 1 maintains a competitive equilibrium where the initially chosen
agent i remains the big earner and transfers chores away from i. As a result, i’s envy towards the
other two agents decreases, and eventually, i must cease to be the big earner. We argue that we
arrive at an EF1 allocation almost immediately when this happens. While a chore is transferred
away from the big earner b (who is i initially and for most of the algorithm) to either the LE ℓ

2We can assume w.l.o.g. that di(j) > 0 for all i, j. Otherwise, if di(j) = 0 for some i, j, we can simply allocate j
to i and remove j from further consideration. It is easy to check that doing so does not affect EF1 or fPO properties.
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Algorithm 1 Computing an EF1+fPO allocation for 3 agents

Input: Fair division instance (N,M,D) with |N | = 3
Output: An integral allocation x

1: x← give M to some agent i ∈ {1, 2, 3}
2: for j ∈M do
3: pj ← di(j)

4: while x is not EF1 do
5: b← argmaxk∈Np−1(xk) ▷ Big earner
6: ℓ← argmink∈Np(xk) ▷ Least earner
7: h← k ∈ N \ {b, ℓ} ▷ Middle earner
8: if ∃j ∈ xb ∩MPBℓ then ▷ A chore can be potentially transferred from b to ℓ
9: xb ← xb \ j

10: xℓ ← xℓ ∪ j
11: else if ∃j ∈ xh ∩MPBℓ then ▷ A chore can be potentially transferred from h to ℓ
12: if p(xh \ j) > p(xℓ) then ▷ h pEF1-envies ℓ w.r.t. any chore j ∈ xh ∩MPBℓ

13: xh ← xh \ j
14: xℓ ← xℓ ∪ j
15: else if ∃j′ ∈ xb ∩MPBh then ▷ A chore can be potentially transferred from b to h
16: xb ← xb \ j′
17: xh ← xh ∪ j′

18: else ▷ No chore can be transferred from b to h or ℓ
19: β ← maxi∈{ℓ,h},j∈xb

αi
di(j)/pj

20: for j ∈ xℓ ∪ xh do
21: pj ← pj · β ▷ Lower payments until a chore of b is MPB for ℓ or h

22: else ▷ No chore can be transferred from b or h to ℓ
23: β ← maxj∈xb∪xh

αℓ
dℓ(j)/pj

24: for j ∈ xℓ do
25: pj ← pj · β ▷ Lower payments until a chore of b or h is MPB for ℓ

26: return x

or ME h, we must carefully perform additional chore transfers between the LE and ME to ensure
they remain EF1 w.r.t. each other. To do this, we perform transfers in a very specific manner.

First, we check if a chore transfer is possible from b to ℓ directly (Line 8), and if so, we make
the transfer (Lines 9-10). If not, we check if there is a chore j ∈ xh ∩MPBℓ that can be potentially
transferred from h to ℓ (Line 11). If h pEF1-envies ℓ w.r.t. a chore j ∈ xh ∩ MPBℓ, then j is
transferred from h to ℓ. If h does not pEF1-envy ℓ, and if a chore j′ can be transferred from b to
h, then we perform the transfer (Lines 15-17). If there is no such chore j′, then the payments of
chores owned by both ℓ and h are dropped until a chore of b joins one of their MPB sets (Lines
19-21). Finally, if no chore of either h or b can be transferred to, we lower payments of chores of ℓ
until a chore of h or b joins the MPB set of ℓ (Lines 23-25).

Thus, Algorithm 1 makes progress towards obtaining an EF1 allocation by reallocating chores
while maintaining the following key properties.

(i) Agent i neither gains chores nor experiences payment decreases.

(ii) If agent i ceases to be the big earner, an EF1 allocation is found in at most one chore transfer.

7



(iii) The allocation is always fPO. This is done by performing payment decreases as necessary to
maintain a competitive equilibrium and ensuring chore transfers do not violate it.

We use Property (i) to bound the number of steps for i to cease being the big earner, after which
Property (ii) gives us an EF1 allocation. Property (iii) then guarantees that our EF1 allocation is
additionally fPO. We start with two preliminary lemmas.

Lemma 3. Given an integral competitive equilibrium (x,p) with big earner b and least earner ℓ,
for all agents k ∈ N , ℓ does not pEF1-envy k and k does not pEF1-envy b.

Proof. Consider an arbitrary agent k ∈ N . We have that ℓ does not pEF1-envy k as p−1(xℓ) ≤
p(xℓ) ≤ p(xk) by the definition of least earner. Additionally, k does not pEF1-envy b as p−1(xk) ≤
p−1(xb) ≤ p(xb) by the definition of big earner.

Lemma 4. Given an integral competitive equilibrium (x,p) with big earner b and least earner ℓ, if
after a single chore transfer b becomes a least earner or ℓ becomes a big earner, then the resulting
allocation must be pEF1.

Proof. Let (x′,p) be the CE after the transfer and let b′ and ℓ′ denote the big earner and least
earner, respectively, in (x′,p).

We first show that if b = ℓ′ then (x′,p) is pEF1. Since a chore transfer was performed, (x,p)
was not pEF1 and thus p−1(xb) > p(xℓ). Since b becomes a least earner in (x′,p), it must be
that a chore was transferred to ℓ, as we would otherwise have p(x′

b) ≥ p−1(xb) > p(xℓ) = p(x′
ℓ)

and b could not be a least earner in (x′,p). The earning up to one chore of the big earner cannot
increase in (x′,p) as compared to (x,p), as ℓ is the only agent who gets an extra chore, and we have
p−1(x

′
ℓ) ≤ p(xℓ) < p−1(xb). Thus, p−1(x

′
b′) ≤ p−1(xb). It follows then that p−1(x

′
b′) ≤ p−1(xb) ≤

p(x′
b) = p(x′

ℓ′), since b = ℓ′. Hence by Lemma 1 (x′,p) is pEF1.
We now show that if ℓ = b′ then (x′,p) is pEF1. As before, since a chore transfer was performed,

(x,p) was not pEF1 and so p−1(xb) > p(xℓ). It must then be that a chore was taken from b, as
we would otherwise have p−1(x

′
b) ≥ p−1(xb) > p(xℓ) ≥ p−1(x

′
ℓ) and ℓ could not be a big earner

in (x′p). The earning of the least earner cannot decrease in (x′,p) as compared to (x,p), as b is
the only agent who loses a chore, and we have p(x′

b) ≥ p−1(xb) > p(xℓ). Thus, p(x′
ℓ′) ≥ p(xℓ).

It follows that p(x′
ℓ′) ≥ p(xℓ) = p(xb′) ≥ p−1(x

′
b′) since ℓ = b′. Hence by Lemma 1 (x′,p) is

pEF1.

We record an important property of the algorithm when the identity of the least earner changes.

Lemma 5. During the run of Algorithm 1, if an agent ℓ stops being the least earner, then either
the pEF1 condition is satisfied or ℓ becomes the middle earner and does not pEF1-envy the new
least earner.

Proof. Clearly, it cannot happen that agent ℓ stops being the least earner due to a payment decrease.
Thus ℓ stops being a least earner due to a chore transfer. Let x be the allocation immediately before
the transfer and let x′ be the allocation immediately afterwards, and let p be the payment vector.
Additionally, let b be the big earner and h the middle earner in (x,p). By Lemma 4, if b becomes
the least earner or ℓ becomes the big earner in (x′,p), then (x′,p) is pEF1. Thus, if (x′, p) is not,
it must be that in (x′,p), agent ℓ is the new middle earner and h is the new least earner. We now
show that the new middle earner ℓ does not pEF1-envy the new least earner h by considering the
possible combinations of agents involved in the transfer:

• Suppose a chore was transferred from b to h. In this case, p(x′
ℓ) = p(xℓ) < p−1(xb) ≤ p(x′

b),
so ℓ would remain the least earner in (x′,p), leading to a contradiction.
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• Suppose a chore was transferred from b to ℓ. In this case, p−1(x
′
ℓ) ≤ p(xℓ) ≤ p(xh) = p(x′

h),
thus showing that ℓ does not pEF1-envy h.

• Suppose a chore was transferred from h to ℓ. In this case, p(xh \ j) > p(xℓ) for j ∈ xh. Then,
p−1(x

′
ℓ) ≤ p(xℓ) < p(xh \ j) = p(x′

h). This again shows that the ℓ does not pEF1-envy h.

In conclusion, either the allocation after the transfer is pEF1, or the new middle earner does not
pEF1-envy the new least earner.

Initially, agent i is allocated all the chores, and is thus the big earner. We show that if agent i
stops being the big earner then an EF1+fPO allocation can be found almost immediately.

Lemma 6. If agent i ceases to be the big earner, then Algorithm 1 finds an EF1 allocation in at
most one chore transfer.

Proof. We first observe that agent i can only cease to be the big earner if she loses a chore. Indeed,
i’s chores participate in no payment drops, and chore transfers between middle earner h and least
earner ℓ only give chores to ℓ, so only ℓ can possibly become the big earner. If this occurs, then
by Lemma 4, the allocation is pEF1 and hence EF1 by Lemma 1. Let x (resp. x′) denote the
allocation immediately before (resp. after) i stops being the big earner. By Lemma 4, if (x′,p) is
not pEF1, it must be that the middle earner h in (x,p) becomes the big earner in (x′,p) while
i becomes the middle earner in (x,p) and the identity of the least earner ℓ remains unchanged.
Thus, i first ceases to be the big earner due to the transfer of a chore j′ from i to either the middle
earner or the least earner agent. We consider these two cases below.

Case (1). Suppose that i first ceases to be the big earner due to the transfer of a chore j′

from i to h, the middle earner, after which h becomes the new big earner. Then by the design of
our algorithm, for an i to h transfer to happen, it must be that there exists j ∈ xh ∩MPBℓ such
that p(xh \ j) ≤ p(xℓ). If the new allocation (x′,p) is not EF1, then Algorithm 1 will immediately
transfer j from the new big earner h to least earner ℓ resulting in allocation (x′′,p). We record the
relationships between x,x′ and x′′ below:

x′′
i = x′

i = xi \ j; x′′
h = x′

h \ j = (xh ∪ j′) \ j; x′′
ℓ = x′

ℓ ∪ j = xℓ ∪ j. (1)

Due to Lemma 4, (x′′,p) is already pEF1 in all cases except the following ones below:

• h is the BE and ℓ is the LE in (x′′,p). Observe from (1) that p−1(x
′′
h) ≤ p(xh \ j). Since

p(xh \ j) ≤ p(xℓ) and p(xℓ) ≤ p(x′′
ℓ ) we obtain p−1(x

′′
h) ≤ p(x′′

ℓ ), showing that (x′′,p) is
pEF1.

• h is the BE and i is the LE (x′′,p). As the case above, we observe that p−1(x
′′
h) ≤ p(xℓ) =

p(x′
ℓ). Since i is the ME in (x′,p), we have p(x′

ℓ) ≤ p(x′
i). Finally since p(x′

i) = p(x′′
i ), we

obtain p−1(x
′′
h) ≤ p(x′′

i ), showing that (x′′,p) is pEF1.

• i is the BE and ℓ is the LE in (x′′,p). Since x′′
i = x′

i and h is the BE in x′, we have
p−1(x

′′
i ) = p−1(x

′
i) ≤ p−1(x

′
h). Since x′

h = xh ∪ j′, we have p−1(x
′
h) ≤ p(xh). Finally since

p(xh \ j) ≤ p(xℓ), this implies p(xh) ≤ p(xℓ∪ j) = p(x′′
ℓ ). Putting this all together we obtain

p−1(x
′′
i ) ≤ p(x′′

ℓ ), implying (x′′,p) is pEF1.

Case (2). Suppose that i first ceases to be the big earner due to the transfer of a chore from i to
ℓ. We claim that x′ is then EF1. By Lemma 3, no agent pEF1-envies (and thus EF1-envies) the big
earner h in (x′,p). We also see that no agent pEF1-envies i in (x′,p), since p−1(x

′
h) = p−1(xh) ≤
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p−1(xi) ≤ p(x′
i) by the definition of big earner, and p−1(x

′
ℓ) ≤ p(xℓ) < p−1(xi) ≤ p(x′

i), since
(x,p) was not pEF1. It only remains to be shown that i and h do not EF1-envy ℓ.

We first show that h does not EF1-envy ℓ in x′. Let t be the time-step immediately after ℓ
most recently became the least earner and let (xt,pt) denote the allocation and payments at time
t. At time t it must have been that i was the big earner, h was the middle earner, and ℓ was the
least earner. By Lemma 5 we have that pt

−1(x
t
h) ≤ pt(xt

ℓ) and h did not pEF1-envy ℓ at time t.
Note that from time t onwards ℓ does not lose any chores, so for h to EF1-envy ℓ after time t it
must be because h gains some chore j′. As seen previously, this only occurs when h already has
a chore j which is also MPB for ℓ, and if h pEF1-envies ℓ after receiving j′ then Algorithm 1 will
immediately transfer j from h to ℓ so that h no longer pEF1-envies ℓ. So, there exists some time
t′ ≥ t such that h does not pEF1-envy ℓ and h gains no chores after t′. Thus, it cannot be that h
EF1-envies ℓ in x′.

We now show that i does not EF1-envy ℓ in x′. Consider again the time t′, at which h does not
pEF1-envy ℓ and after which does not gain any chores. We therefore have p−1(x

′
i) ≤ p−1(x

′
h) ≤

pt′
−1(x

t′
h ) ≤ pt′(xt′

ℓ ). While i has been the big earner, i’s chores have never experienced a payment
decrease so i has always maintained MPB ratio αi = 1. Then, we have di−1(x

′
i) = p−1(x

′
i) ≤

pt′(xt′
ℓ ) ≤ di(x

t′
ℓ ). Subsequent to t′, ℓ is the least earner and thus can only have gained chores, so

xt′
ℓ ⊆ x′

ℓ and di−1(x
′
i) ≤ di(x

t′
ℓ ) ≤ di(x

′
ℓ) as desired. Thus, if i first ceases to be the big earner due

to the transfer of a chore from i to ℓ, the resulting allocation is immediately EF1.
In conclusion, if agent i ceases to be the big earner, then Algorithm 1 terminates with an EF1

allocation after at most one subsequent chore transfer.

We now complete the proof of Theorem 1.

Proof. (of Theorem 1) We show that Algorithm 1 computes an EF1+fPO allocation in strongly
polynomial time, which suffices to prove Theorem 1.

With Lemma 6 in hand, it suffices to bound the number of steps for i can remain the big earner.
We have that throughout the algorithm’s run, i undergoes no payment drops and may only lose
chores. Then, she must cease to be the big earner before losing all her chores, which are at most
m.

While i is a big earner, note that there can be at most two payment decreases before a chore
transfer must occur: one decrease which makes a chore in xh join the MPB set of ℓ, and one
decrease which makes a chore in xi join the MPB set for either h or ℓ. We now bound the number
of chore transfers between middle earner h, and least earner ℓ before a chore must be taken from
i. Since transfers between h and ℓ are always from h to ℓ, it must be that h becomes the least
earner by the time she transfers all of her at most m chores to ℓ. Suppose h becomes the new
least earner after transferring chore j to ℓ. Let x be the allocation before transferring j and let x′

be the allocation after transferring j. By Lemma 4, ℓ must be the middle earner in (x′,p) or we
already have the pEF1 condition. Since j was transferred from h to ℓ we have p(xh \ j) > p(xℓ)
and it follows that p−1(x

′
ℓ) ≤ p(xℓ) < p(xh \ j) = p(x′

h). Notably, it remains that j is MPB for
the least earner h in (x′,p) and the next chore transfer is guaranteed to not be between h and ℓ.
Subsequently, payments of chores in xℓ ∪ xh will be decreased until some chore j′ in xi joins the
MPB set for either ℓ or h, if one is not already. Then j′ will be transferred from i. Thus, in at
most poly(m) chore transfers and payment decreases, a chore is taken from i.

Since i can lose only m chores, in poly(m) steps i ceases to be the big earner. From Lemma 6,
in at most one subsequent step, Algorithm 1 terminates and returns an EF1+fPO allocation.

Having shown that EF1+fPO allocation is efficiently computable for three agents, a natural
follow-up question is to investigate the existence and computation of EFX+fPO allocations for the
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same class. The following example shows that EFX+fPO allocations need not exist even when
there are two agents.

Theorem 2. There exists a two-type, 2-ary chore allocation instance with two agents that does not
admit an EFX+fPO allocation.

Proof. We consider the following instance with two agents a and b and four chores j1, j2, j3, j4 with
disutilities given in the following table:

j1 j2 j3 j4

a 1 1 3 3

b 1 1 4 4

Clearly, this instance is a two-type and 2-ary instance with two agents. The only EFX allocation
up to swapping of j1, j2 or j3, j4 is the allocation x, where xa = {j1, j3} and xb = {j2, j4}. We
have da(xa) = 4 and db(xb) = 5. Consider the fractional allocation y where ya = {j3, 14j4} and
yb = {j1, j2, 34j4}. Then da(ya) = 3.75 but db(yb) = 5, so y Pareto dominates the EFX allocation x.
Thus, this instance admits no EFX+fPO allocation. We note that the same example with j1, . . . , j4
treated as goods can be used to show the non-existence of EFX+fPO allocations for goods.

4 EF1 + fPO for Two Types of Agents

In this section, we present Algorithm 3 which computes an EF1+fPO allocation for two-type
instances in strongly polynomial-time. Due to Lemma 1, we seek a pEF1 integral competitive
equilibrium (x,p). Let N1 (resp. N2) be an ordered list of agents with disutility function d1, called
Type-1 agents (resp. d2, called Type-2 agents). Algorithm 3 maintains a partition of the chores M
into sets M1 and M2, where Mi is allocated to Ni, for i ∈ {1, 2}. Initially, M1 = M and M2 = ∅, and
pj = d1(j) for each j ∈M . The chores in M1 are allocated to N1 using the RoundRobin procedure
(Algorithm 2). Given an ordered list of agents N ′ and chores M ′, RoundRobin allocates chores as
follows. Agents take turns picking chores according to the order specified by N ′ and each agent
picks the least cost chore among the pool of remaining chores during their turn. It is a well-known
folklore result that RoundRobin returns an EF1 allocation.

Initially, agents in N1 have chores while N2 have none, causing agents in N1 to potentially pEF1-
envy agents in N2. Thus we must transfer chores from M1 to M2 to reduce this pEF1-envy. When
necessary, payments of chores in M1 are raised appropriately before such a transfer to maintain
that chores in Mi are MPB for agents in Ni, for each i ∈ {1, 2}3. After each transfer, the chores
in the (updated) sets Mi are re-allocated to Ni using the RoundRobin procedure, always using the
same ordering of agents. Since agents in Ni have the same disutility function and chores in Mi are
MPB for Ni, we have the following feature.

Invariant 1. Throughout the run of Algorithm 3, agents in Ni do not pEF1-envy each other, for
each i ∈ {1, 2}.

By Invariant 1, no agent can pEF1-envy another agent of the same type. Thus, if we do not
have pEF1, it must be that the global BE pEF1-envies the global LE, with the BE and LE being
in different groups. Initially, the BE is in N1 and the LE is in N2. Our goal is now to eliminate the

3Note that in this algorithm we perform payment raises instead of payment drops as in Algorithm 1. This is purely
for ease of presentation, as we could equivalently perform payment drops on chores in M2 instead of performing
payment raises on chores in M1
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Algorithm 2 RoundRobin (RR) procedure

Input: Ordered list of agents N ′, set of chores M ′

Output: An allocation x

1: xi ← ∅ for each i ∈ N ′, i← 1, P ←M ′

2: while P ̸= ∅ do
3: j ← argminj′∈P di(j

′)
4: xi ← xi ∪ {j}, P ← P \ {j}, i← i mod |N ′|+ 1

5: return x

pEF1-envy between the BE and LE, and to do this we transfer chores fromM1 toM2 with necessary
payment raises and RoundRobin re-allocations. We then reconsider the pEF1-envy between the new
BE and the new LE. The algorithm terminates when the BE no longer pEF1-envies the LE. We
argue that this must happen.

While the BE remains in N1, chores are transferred from M1 to M2. Clearly there can be at
most m such transfers, since always |M1| ≤ m. If in some iteration both the BE and LE belong to
the same group Ni, then we must be done due to Invariant 1. The only remaining case is if the BE
becomes an agent in N2 and the LE becomes an agent in N1. We address this case in the following
lemma.

Lemma 7. If the BE is in N2 and the LE is in N1, the allocation must already be pEF1.

Proof. We first note that payment-raises do not change the identity of the LE and BE. Therefore,
suppose that there is a transfer prior to which the global BE is in N1 and global LE in N2, but
after which the global BE is in N2 and global LE in N1. Let x (resp. x′) denote the allocation
immediately before (resp. after) the transfer. For i ∈ {1, 2}, let bi and ℓi denote the BE and LE
among agent set Ni before the transfer, and let b′i and ℓ′i denote the BE and LE among agent sets
Ni after the transfer. Let p be the payments vector accompanying x and x′. We use the following:

Observation 1. In a RoundRobin allocation of a set of chores M ′ to a list of agents N ′ = {1, . . . , n′}
with identical valuations, the big earner (assuming payment vector is proportional to disutility
vector) is the agent i who picks the last chore while the least earner is the agent h = (i mod n′)+1
who would pick immediately after i.

This is because agents pick chores according to increasing disutility since they all have the same
cost function. Thus in x, the BE bi picked the last chore when Mi was RoundRobin -allocated to
Ni, for i ∈ {1, 2}. We now examine how the identity and earning of the BE and LE of each agent
set Ni change after a chore j is transferred from M1 to M2.

When M1 \ {j} is RoundRobin -allocated to N1, the agent who picks immediately before b1 now
picks last, and is the new BE. Thus Obs. 1 implies that new LE in N1 is in fact b1, i.e., ℓ

′
1 = b1.

Additionally, b1’s new total earning is at least as much as her previous earning without her highest
paying chore, since in each round up to the last round she must now pick a weakly higher disutility
(and thus higher paying) chore than before, but she no longer picks a chore in the last round. Thus:

p(x′
ℓ′1
) = p(x′

b1) ≥ p−1(xb1). (2)

Conversely, when M2 ∪ {j} is RoundRobin -allocated to N2, the previous LE ℓ2 now picks the
last chore. Thus by Obs.1, ℓ2 is the new BE, i.e., b′2 = ℓ2. In each round up to the last ℓ2 now
picks a weakly lower disutility (and thus lower paying) chore than before, but ℓ2 now receives a
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Algorithm 3 EF1+fPO for two types of agents

Input: Two-type instance (N,M,D) with di ∈ {d1, d2}
Output: An allocation x

1: N1 ← {i ∈ N | di = d1}, N2 ← {i ∈ N | di = d2}
2: For each j ∈M , set pj ← d1(j)
3: M1 ←M,M2 ← ∅
4: x← RR(N1,M1) ∪ RR(N2,M2) ▷ RR = RoundRobin
5: while (x,p) is not pEF1 do
6: MPB2 ← {j ∈M : j is MPB for agents in N2}
7: if ∃j ∈M1 ∩MPB2 then
8: M1 ←M1 \ {j}, M2 ←M2 ∪ {j}
9: x← RR(N1,M1) ∪ RR(N2,M2)

10: else
11: Raise payments of M1 until |M1 ∩MPB2| > 0

12: return x

new worst chore in the last round. Thus:

p−1(x
′
b′2
) = p−1(x

′
ℓ2) ≤ p(xℓ2). (3)

Let us now examine the pEF1-envy before and after the chore transfer. Prior to the transfer,
i.e., in (x,p), the global BE and LE are b1 and ℓ2 respectively. Since (x,p) is not pEF1, p−1(xb1) >
p(xℓ2). Using (2) and (3), we get:

p(x′
ℓ′1
) ≥ p−1(xb1) > p(xℓ2) ≥ p−1(x

′
b′2
),

implying that after the transfer, i.e., in (x′,p), the global BE b′2 does not pEF1-envy the global LE
ℓ′1. Thus (x

′,p) must be pEF1 by Lemma 2.

In conclusion, chores are transferred unilaterally from M1 to M2 with necessary payment-raises
and RoundRobin re-allocations among agents of the same type until the allocation is pEF1+fPO.
Clearly, Algorithm 3 runs in poly(n,m) time. We conclude:

Theorem 3. Given a two-type chore allocation instance (N,M,D), an EF1 + fPO allocation exists
and can be computed in strongly polynomial-time.

In contrast, Theorem 2 shows that EFX+fPO allocations need not exist for two-type instances.
We conclude this section by noting that the same techniques can be applied for goods.

Remark 1. An EF1+fPO allocation is strongly polynomial-time computable for a two-type goods
allocation instance.

5 EFX + fPO for Three Bivalued Agents

Before stating our third result, we recall from Theorem 2 that an EFX+fPO allocation is not
guaranteed to exist, even for 2-ary instances. We therefore study the computation of EFX+fPO
allocations for bivalued instances. Our third result is:

Theorem 4. Given a bivalued chore allocation instance (N,M,D) with three agents, an EFX+fPO
allocation exists and can be computed in strongly polynomial-time.
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We prove Theorem 4 by showing that Algorithm 5 computes an EFX+fPO allocation in
polynomial-time. We remark that the algorithm of [28] for three bivalued agents returns an al-
location that is EFX, but not necessarily PO (see Ex. 6). We present a complete description and
analysis of Algorithm 5 in Appendix A and examples illustrating its execution in Appendix B.

5.1 Additional Notation

We first note that given a bivalued instance, we may assume w.l.o.g. that all di(j) ∈ {1, k} by
re-scaling the valuations. We may also assume that for every agent i there exists some chore j such
that di(j) = 1. Otherwise, if di(j) = k for all j ∈M , re-scaling agent i’s valuations gives di(j) = 1
for all j ∈ M . We then partition the set of chores M into the set of L-chores L and the set of
K-chores K:

• L = {j ∈M | ∃i ∈ N s.t. di(j) = 1}, and

• K = {j ∈M | ∀i ∈ N, di(j) = k}.

Further, for each agent i we partition her bundle xi into her set of 1-chores xi1 and k-chores xik :

• xi1 = {j ∈ xi | di(j) = 1}, and

• xik = {j ∈ xi | di(j) = k}.

We highlight the difference between a k-chore and a K-chore. A k-chore need only give disutility
k to the agent it is allocated to, while a K-chore gives disutility k to all agents. A K-chore will be
a k-chore for any agent it is allocated to, but an agent’s k-chore need not be a K-chore.

5.2 Overview of Algorithm 4

Algorithm 4 Computing a balanced EF1+fPO allocation

Input: Chores instance (N,M,D) with di(j) ∈ {1, k}
Output: Allocation x, payments p, agent groups {Nr}r∈[R]

1: (x,p), {Nr}r∈[R] ← MakeInitGroups(N,L,D)
2: for j ∈ K do
3: ℓ← argmini∈N |xi|, ties broken by lowest group, then fewest K-chores
4: xℓ ← xℓ ∪ {j}, pj = k

5: a← argmaxi∈N |xi|, ties broken by highest group
6: ℓ← argmini∈N |xi|, ties broken by lowest group, then fewest k-chores
7: while |xℓ| < |xa| − 1 do
8: if ∃j ∈ xa | j ∈ MPBℓ then
9: xa ← xa \ {j}, xℓ ← xℓ ∪ {j}

10: a← argmaxi∈N |xi|, tiebreaks as in Line 5
11: ℓ← argmini∈N |xi|, tiebreaks as in Line 6
12: else
13: Raise payments in a’s group by a factor of k

14: return (x,p, {Nr}r∈[R])

Algorithm 5 first uses Algorithm 4 to obtain an initial competitive equilibrium which is EF1+fPO.
Unlike previous algorithms for bivalued chores, Algorithm 4 establishes the EF1 condition not by
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payment envy-freeness, but by balancing the number of chores of the agents. We say that an
allocation x has balanced total chores, or simply balanced chores, if maxi∈N |xi| −mini∈N |xi| ≤ 1.

Algorithm 4 begins by calling subroutine MakeInitGroups which appears in [19] (pseudocode is
included in the Appendix A for completeness). It returns a competitive equilibrium (x,p) of the
set of L-chores L which is cost-minimizing, so that

∑
i∈N di(xi) is minimized over all allocations,

as well as a partition of the agents into R ordered groups {Nr}r∈[R]. We say that agent group Nr

is higher (resp. lower) than group Nr′ if r < r′ (resp. r > r′). We now record several properties of
the groups:

(i) Let f(r) = maxi∈Nr |xi|. f(r) weakly decreases with r.

(ii) Agents within a group have balanced total chores.

(iii) For h ∈ Nr, i ∈ Nr′ with r < r′, ∀j ∈ xh, di(j) = k.

After allocating L and obtaining the agent groups, we allocate the set of K-chores K by giving
chores to the agent ℓ with the fewest number of total chores (with ties broken by lowest group, then
fewestK-chores, then arbitrarily) in the hopes of obtaining an allocation with balanced total chores.
If after allocating K in this fashion x is still not balanced, we balance the chores by transferring
chores from the agent a with the most total chores (ties broken by highest group, then arbitrarily)
to the agent ℓ with the fewest total chores (ties broken by lowest group, then fewest k-chores, then
arbitrarily), with payments of chores in a’s group raised as necessary to maintain that all agents
have only MPB chores.

Lemma 8. Algorithm 4 terminates in polynomial-time with a balanced allocation which is EF1+fPO.

5.3 Overview of Algorithm 5

Algorithm 5 Computing an EFX+fPO allocation

Input: Bivalued Chores instance (N,M,D) with |N | = 3
Output: An allocation x

1: (x,p, {Nr}r∈[R])← Algorithm 4(N,M,D)
2: if R = 1 then
3: (x,p)← Algorithm 7(x,p)
4: else if R = 2 and |N1| = 1 then
5: (x,p)← Algorithm 10(x,p)
6: else if R = 2 and |N1| = 2 then
7: (x,p)← Algorithm 11(x,p)

8: return x

Algorithm 5 begins with the balanced EF1+fPO allocation returned by Algorithm 4. Then,
based on the structure of the agent groups according to Algorithm 4, we perform chore transfers to
improve EF1 to EFX while maintaining the fPO condition. Furthermore, we will assume that the
three agents do not have identical disutilities4. Recall that R denotes the number of agent groups
returned by Algorithm 4.

We first consider the case when R = 1 and Algorithm 4 returns one agent group. We show that
Algorithm 4 returns a cost-minimizing allocation x so that ∀i ∈ N,xik ⊆ K. We then show that x

4 An EFX+fPO allocation is obtainable for agents with identical disutilities via the well-known envy-cycle proce-
dure of [23] by allocating chores in order of decreasing disutility.
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has balanced k-chores, i.e, maxi∈N |xik | −mini∈N |xik | ≤ 1, and EFX-envy can only exist from an
agent with more K-chores towards an agent with fewer K-chores. For three agents, this implies
that at most two EFX-envy relationships may exist. Algorithm 7 then finds an allocation which
maintains cost-minimization and balanced k-chores while guaranteeing that at most one EFX-envy
relationship exists. If it does, we show that there exists an agent i with more K-chores than another
agent h and a chore j ∈ xh such that j /∈ MPBi. Algorithms 8 and 9 use these properties to find
an EFX allocation in at most m transfers.

We next consider when R = 2 and Algorithm 4 returns two groups. Then, Algorithm 10 and
Algorithm 11 leverage the relationship between groups outlined in Property (iii) of Section 5.2. We
use this in conjunction with the fact that Algorithm 4 favors giving k-chores to agents in lower
groups to show that EFX-envy can only exist between agents in the same group. Then, Property
(iii) allows us to find an EFX allocation using only constantly many chore transfers.

Finally, when R = 3, each agent belongs to her own group. In this case, we show that the
allocation returned by Algorithm 4 is already EFX.

As these cases are exhaustive, we conclude that Algorithm 5 returns an EFX+fPO allocation
in polynomial time, thus proving Theorem 4.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we provided improved guarantees for fair and efficient allocation of chores, under the
fairness notions of EF1/EFX, and the efficiency notion of fPO. Our algorithms for the three agents
and two-types setting are among the few positive non-trivial results known for the EF1+fPO
problem, in addition to that of bivalued chores. Combining CE-based frameworks with envy-
resolving algorithms like RoundRobin may be an important tool in settling the problem in its full
generality. We also made progress on computing an EFX+fPO allocation for three bivalued agents.
Extending and generalizing our approach to higher numbers of agents is a natural next step.
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A EFX+fPO for Three Bivalued Agents

In this section, we present a self-contained exposition of Section 5. We prove the following result:

Theorem 4. Given a bivalued chore allocation instance (N,M,D) with three agents, an EFX+fPO
allocation exists and can be computed in strongly polynomial-time.

We prove Theorem 4 by showing that Algorithm 5 computes an EFX+fPO allocation in
polynomial-time. Note that Algorithm 5 begins with the balanced EF1+fPO allocation returned
by Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Computing a balanced EF1+fPO allocation

Input: Chores instance (N,M,D) with di(j) ∈ {1, k}
Output: Allocation x, payments p, agent groups {Nr}r∈[R]

1: (x,p), {Nr}r∈[R] ← MakeInitGroups(N,L,D)
2: for j ∈ K do
3: ℓ← argmini∈N |xi|, ties broken by lowest group, then fewest K-chores
4: xℓ ← xℓ ∪ {j}, pj = k

5: a← argmaxi∈N |xi|, ties broken by highest group
6: ℓ← argmini∈N |xi|, ties broken by lowest group, then fewest k-chores
7: while |xℓ| < |xa| − 1 do
8: if ∃j ∈ xa | j ∈ MPBℓ then
9: xa ← xa \ {j}, xℓ ← xℓ ∪ {j}

10: a← argmaxi∈N |xi|, tiebreaks as in Line 5
11: ℓ← argmini∈N |xi|, tiebreaks as in Line 6
12: else
13: Raise payments in a’s group by a factor of k

14: return (x,p, {Nr}r∈[R])

Based on the structure of the agent groups according to Algorithm 4, Algorithm 5 performs
chore transfers to improve EF1 to EFX while maintaining the fPO condition. Let R denote the
number of agent groups returned by Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 5 Computing an EFX+fPO allocation

Input: Bivalued Chores instance (N,M,D) with |N | = 3
Output: An allocation x

1: (x,p, {Nr}r∈[R])← Algorithm 4(N,M,D)
2: if R = 1 then
3: (x,p)← Algorithm 7(x,p)
4: else if R = 2 and |N1| = 1 then
5: (x,p)← Algorithm 10(x,p)
6: else if R = 2 and |N1| = 2 then
7: (x,p)← Algorithm 11(x,p)

8: return x

We first consider the case when R = 1 and Algorithm 4 returns one agent group. We show that
Algorithm 4 returns a cost-minimizing allocation x so that ∀i ∈ N,xik ⊆ K. We then show that x
has balanced k-chores, i.e, maxi∈N |xik | −mini∈N |xik | ≤ 1, and EFX-envy can only exist from an
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agent with more K-chores towards an agent with fewer K-chores. For three agents, this implies
that at most two EFX-envy relationships may exist. Algorithm 7 then finds an allocation which
maintains cost-minimization and balanced k-chores while guaranteeing that at most one EFX-envy
relationship exists. If it does, we show that there exists an agent i with more K-chores than another
agent h and a chore j ∈ xh such that j /∈ MPBi. Algorithms 8 and 9 use these properties to find
an EFX allocation in at most m transfers.

We next consider when R = 2 and Algorithm 4 returns two groups. Then, Algorithm 10 and
Algorithm 11 leverage the relationship between groups outlined in Property (iii) of Section 5.2. We
use this in conjunction with the fact that Algorithm 4 favors giving k-chores to agents in lower
groups to show that EFX-envy can only exist between agents in the same group. Then, Property
(iii) allows us to find an EFX allocation using only constantly many chore transfers.

Finally, when R = 3, each agent belongs to her own group. In this case, we show that the
allocation returned by Algorithm 4 is already EFX.

As these cases are exhaustive, we conclude that Algorithm 5 returns an EFX+fPO allocation
in polynomial time, thus proving Theorem 4. We now discuss the subroutines of Algorithm 5 and
their properties in detail.

A.1 Additional Preliminaries

We first restate some preliminaries from Garg, Murhekar, and Qin [19].
Given a chore allocation instance (N,M,D) and competitive equilibrium (x,p), we define the

MPB graph to be a bipartite graph G = (N,M,E) where for an agent i and chore j, (i, j) ∈ E if
and only if j ∈ MPBi. Further, an edge (i, j) is called an allocation edge if j ∈ xi, otherwise it is
called an MPB edge.

For agents i0, . . . , iℓ and chores j1, . . . , jℓ, a path P = (i0, j1, i1, j2, . . . , jℓ, iℓ) in the MPB graph,
where for all 1 ≤ ℓ′ ≤ ℓ, jℓ′ ∈ xiℓ′−1

∩MPBiℓ′ , is called a special path. We define the level λ(h; i0)
of an agent h w.r.t. i0 to be half the length of the shortest special path from i0 to h, and to be
n if no such path exists. A path P = (i0, j1, i1, j2, . . . , jℓ, iℓ) is an alternating path if it is special,

Algorithm 6 MakeInitGroups

Input: Chore allocation instance (N,M,D) with di(j) ∈ {1, k}
Output: Competitive equilibrium (x,p), agent groups {Nr}r∈[R]

1: (x,p)← initial cost minimizing allocation, where pj = di(j) for j ∈ xi.
2: R← 1, N ′ ← N
3: while N ′ ̸= ∅ do
4: b← argmaxi∈N ′p−1(xi) ▷ Big Earner
5: Cb ← Component of b
6: while ∃ agent i ∈ Cb s.t. p−1(xb) > p(xi)
7: Let (b, j1, h1, j2, . . . , hℓ−1, jℓ, i) be the shortest alternating path from b to i
8: xhℓ−1

← xhℓ−1
\ {jℓ} ▷ Chore transfer

9: xi ← xi ∪ {jℓ}
10: b← argmaxi∈N ′p−1(xi)

11: HR ← Cb ∩ (N ′ ∪ xN ′)
12: NR ← HR ∩N ▷ Agent group
13: N ′ ← N ′ \NR, R← R+ 1

14: return (x,p, {Nr}r∈[R])
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and if λ(i0; i0) < λ(i1; i0) · · · < λ(iℓ; i0), i.e., the path visits agents in increasing order of their level
w.r.t. i0. Further, the edges in an alternating path alternate between allocation edges and MPB
edges. Typically, we consider alternating paths starting from a big earner agent. For a big earner
i, define Cℓ

i to be the set of all chores and agents which lie on alternating paths of length ℓ. Call
Ci =

⋃
ℓC

ℓ
i the component of i, the set of all chores and agents reachable from the big earner i

through alternating paths.
We now expand our definitions of chore balance. Given a set of agents A and an allocation x,

we say that agents in A have

(1) balanced 1-chores if maxi∈A |xi1 | −mini∈A |xi1 | ≤ 1,

(2) balanced k-chores if maxi∈A |xik | −mini∈A |xik | ≤ 1,

(3) balanced total chores, or just simply balanced chores, if maxi∈A |xi| −mini∈A |xi| ≤ 1, and

(4) fully balanced chores if (1), (2), and (3) hold.

Specifically, when A = N we refer to the allocation x rather than N , e.g., “allocation x has balanced
chores.”

A.2 Algorithm 4: Balanced EF1+fPO

Recall that Algorithm 4 obtains a partition of the agents into groups {Nr}r∈[R]. These groups
maintain a number of features throughout the run of Algorithm 4.

Invariant 2. For agents i ∈ Nr, h ∈ Nr′ with r < r′, |xh| ≤ |xi|+ 1.

The allocation returned by MakeInitGroups in Line 1 is guaranteed to have this feature due to
Properties (i) and (ii) from Section 5.2. Then, in the allocation of chore set K in Lines 2-4, h
may only gain a chore if |xh| ≤ |xi|, so Invariant 2 holds after h receives a K-chore. We show
that Invariant 2 holds after any chore transfer by induction. Suppose that Invariant 2 holds before
a chore transfer. If an agent i does not lose a chore in the next transfer, the previous argument
suffices. If i does lose a chore, then |xi| ≥ |xh| before the transfer and Invariant 2 can only be
violated if h is the receiver of i’s chore. In this case, the loop condition in Line 7 gives |xh| < |xi∗ |−1
before the transfer so Invariant 2 holds for i∗ and h after the transfer and we are done.

Invariant 3. All groups maintain balanced chores.

By Property (ii) of Section 5.2, the groups returned by MakeInitGroups have balanced chores.
Property (ii) is also clearly maintained through the allocation of set K as chores are only given to
agents who have fewest chores. We now show that all groups have balanced chores after a chore
transfer by induction. Suppose that all groups have balanced chores before a chore transfer. Then
a chore cannot be transferred between agents in the same group. By Invariant 2, a chore cannot
be transferred from a lower group to a higher group. It must be then that a chore is transferred
from a higher group to a lower group. Since the giver of the chore a is an agent with maximum
chores, a’s group must remain balanced after her loss. Similarly, since the receiver of the chore ℓ
is an agent with minimum chores, ℓ’s group must also remain balanced. Thus, all groups maintain
balanced chores after the transfer.

Observation 2. If a chore is transferred from agent a to agent ℓ, then a ∈ Nr and ℓ ∈ Nr′ such
that r < r′.
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By Invariant 2 it cannot be that a is in a lower group than ℓ. By Invariant 3, it cannot be that
a is in the same group as ℓ. Thus, it must be that a is in a higher group than ℓ.

Observation 3. Let ℓ be an agent with the fewest chores. Then |xℓ| is non-decreasing throughout
the run of Algorithm 4.

This clearly holds during the allocation of K in Lines 2-4. Suppose ℓ has q chores at time t
before a chore transfer. An agent a can only lose a chore if she has at least q + 2 chores, so after
the transfer every agent continues to have at least q chores.

Observation 4. Let a be an agent with the most chores. Then |xa| is non-increasing after Line 7.

Suppose a has q chores at time t before a chore transfer. An agent ℓ can only gain a chore if she
has at at most q − 2 chores, so after the transfer every agent continues to have at most q chores.

Lemma 9. After calling MakeInitGroups, if an agent in Nr is chosen to gain (resp. lose) a chore,
then no agent in Nr can ever be chosen to lose (resp. gain) a chore.

Proof. We first note that by Invariant 3 it cannot be that agents in Nr are chosen to gain and lose
a chore in the same loop iteration.

Suppose an agent in Nr is first chosen to gain a chore and an agent Nr is later chosen to lose
a chore. Let i be the first agent in Nr chosen to lose a chore at time T , and let h be the last
agent in Nr chosen to gain a chore before T at time T ′. For i to be chosen to lose a chore, it must
be that h successfully gained a chore, i.e., Lines 7-13 did not loop infinitely with payment raises.
Suppose h had q chores at time T ′ before gaining a chore. Then by Observation 3, after T ′ every
agent has at least q chores. By Invariant 3, every agent in Nr has either q or q + 1 chores after T ′.
Then, by selection of T ′ and T ′, no agent in Nr can gain or lose chores between T ′ and T . Thus,
at time T when i is chosen to lose a chore, i has at most q+1 chores. Yet, since every agent has at
least q chores at time T , i cannot be chosen to lose a chore as this implies the allocation is already
balanced.

An equivalent proof shows the reverse, that an agent in Nr cannot be first chosen to lose a chore
with another agent in Nr subsequently chosen to gain a chore.

Notably Lemma 9 gives the following weaker condition.

Corollary 5. After calling MakeInitGroups, if an agent in Nr has gained (resp. lost) a chore, then
no agent in Nr can ever have lost (resp. gained) a chore.

We now show that the following conditions hold in Algorithm 4.

Lemma 10. In Algorithm 4:

1. Each group has payments raised at most once.

2. Groups have payments raised in increasing order of r.

3. If a group has lost a chore, it is a raised group.

4. Agents in raised groups have MPB ratio 1/k while agents in unraised groups have MPB ratio
1.

5. Chores belonging to agents in raised groups are MPB for agents in unraised groups.
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Proof. We show that Conditions (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5) hold by induction. Before any chore
transfer or payment raise, Conditions (1), (2), (3), and (5) are vacuously true. Condition (4) is
trivially seen. Suppose that all conditions hold up to time T when Algorithm 4 has chosen an agent
a to lose a chore and an agent ℓ to gain a chore. We show that they all hold after a chore transfer
or payment raise.

Suppose ∃j ∈ xa ∩MPBℓ so a chore transfer occurs at T . Clearly Conditions (1), (2), and (3)
will hold after the transfer. It suffices to show that a belongs to a raised group to show Conditions
(4) and (5). Suppose that a does not belong to a raised group. By Invariant 2, it cannot be that
ℓ belongs to a group above a’s group. By Invariant 3, it cannot be that ℓ belongs to a’s group.
It must be then that ℓ belongs to an unraised group below a’s group. By Lemma 9, it cannot be
that a’s group has gained a chore and it cannot be that ℓ’s group has lost a chore. Then a’s group
has only chores allocated to them by MakeInitGroups. Since ℓ belongs to a group below a’s, by
Property (iii) of Section 5.2 all of a’s chores are disutility k for ℓ. Further, as a’s group is unraised,
it remains that these chores have payment 1. Then, ∀j ∈ xa, αℓj = dℓ(j)/pj = k. Since ℓ is in an
unraised group, by Condition (4) αℓ = 1. But then ∄j ∈ xa ∩MPBℓ, a contradiction. So it must
be that a in fact belongs to a raised group and all conditions hold.

Now suppose then that ∄j ∈ xa ∩MPBℓ so a’s group is to go undergo a payment raise at time
T . Let N1, . . . Nr be the raised groups up to time T . We show that a ∈ Nr+1. Suppose rather that
a belongs to a raised group. Note that any raised group must contain an agent who was previously
selected to lose a chore. Then since ℓ is chosen to gain a chore, by Lemma 9 ℓ cannot belong to
a raised group. Yet, if ℓ belongs to an unraised group then by Condition (4) ∃j ∈ xa ∩MPBℓ, a
contradiction. So it must be that a belongs to an unraised group. Then by Condition (3) a’s group
has not previously lost a chore. Since a has been chosen to lose a chore, by Lemma 9 a’s group
also cannot have gained a chore. Thus, a must belong to a group which has neither gained nor lost
a chore since MakeInitGroups was called. Then among such groups, Property (i) of Section 5.2 and
the tiebreaking rules guarantee that a ∈ Nr+1. It is clear that Conditions (1), (2), and (3) hold
after payments of Nr+1 are raised. By Condition (4) agents in Nr+1 had MPB ratio 1 before the
payment raise. Then clearly they have MPB ratio 1/k afterwards. Since all chores in Nr+1 have
payment k and give at least disutility 1 to all agents, it must be that agents in other raised groups
also continue to have MPB ratio 1/k. Finally, all unraised groups are below Nr+1 (a’s group) and
we have seen that all chores belonging to agents in Nr+1 are disutility k for agents in lower groups.
Then for all j belonging to an agent in Nr+1 and any unraised agent i, αij = k/k = 1. This shows
Conditions (4) and (5).

Thus, all conditions hold after either a chore transfer or payment raise.

We note the following about chore gains.

Lemma 11. If an agent in group Nr gains a chore j after MakeInitGroups, then ∀h ∈
⋃R

i=r Nr, dh(j) =
k.

Proof. It is either the case that j ∈ K or j is transferred to an agent in Nr from some higher group
Nr∗ (Observation 2). Lemma 11 is clear in the former case. In the latter case, from Corollary 5
it must be that agents in Nr∗ only lose chores. Then the only chores of agents in Nr∗ are those
allocated to them in MakeInitGroups. Then the result follows by Property (iii) of Section 5.2.

We then also have the following.

Lemma 12. Given i ∈ Nr and h ∈ Nr′ with r < r′, for all j ∈ xi, dh(j) = k.

Proof. For all j ∈ xi, j must be:
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• a chore allocated to i in MakeInitGroups. Then Property (iii) of Section 5.2 gives dh(j) = k.

• a K-chore. Then dh(j) = k is immediate.

• a chore transferred to i from an agent i∗ ∈ Nr∗ with r∗ < r < r′. Then from Corollary 5
agents in Nr∗ only lose chores and the only chores of agents in Nr∗ are those allocated to
them in MakeInitGroups. Property (iii) of Section 5.2 gives dh(j) = k.

We may now show that in fact a stronger version of Invariant 3 holds.

Invariant 4. All groups maintain fully balanced chores.

From Corollary 5 we know that a group cannot both gain and lose chores. We then consider
three cases for a group Nr:

• Suppose Nr neither gains nor loses chores. Then agents in Nr have only 1-chores from
MakeInitGroups. Invariant 3 then guarantees Invariant 4.

• Suppose Nr only loses chores. Then agents in Nr again have only 1-chores and Invariant 3
gives Invariant 4.

• Suppose Nr only gains chores. MakeInitGroups initially guarantees balanced 1-chores in Nr.
By Observation 11 no agent in Nr can gain a 1-chore, so they must remain balanced. Note
that it is initially vacuously true that Nr has balanced k-chores, so by Invariant 3 Nr initially
has fully balanced chores. We show that Nr maintains fully balanced chores after gaining a
chore by induction. Suppose Nr has fully balanced chores before i∗ ∈ Nr gains a chore. From
Lemma 11 we know that the chore j to be gained by i∗ is a k-chore. Nr can only fail to have
balanced k-chores after i∗ gains her chore if there exists i ∈ Nr such that |xik | < |xi∗k | before
i∗ gains j. Specifically, since Nr has fully balanced chores, |xik | = |xi∗k | − 1. We show that
this cannot be. By the tiebreaking rules of Algorithm 4, it must be that |xi∗ | < |xi|, or i would
be selected over i∗ to gain a chore. This condition is equivalent to |xi∗k |+ |xi∗1 | < |xik |+ |xi1 |.
If |xik | = |xi∗k | − 1, this implies that |xi∗1 | < |xi1 | − 1. Since Nr maintains balanced 1-chores
this is impossible. So, Nr must maintain balanced k-chores and thus fully balanced chores.

As these cases are exhaustive, we have Invariant 4. We can now show Lemma 8.

Lemma 8. Algorithm 4 terminates in polynomial-time with a balanced allocation which is EF1+fPO.

Proof. Recall that MakeInitGroups returns at most R = N groups. Then by Condition (1) of
Lemma 10 there can be at most n payment raises. From Observation 2, each time a chore is
transferred it moves to a lower group. As there are m chores, there can be at most mn chore
transfers. Thus it is clear that Algorithm 4 terminates in poly(n,m) time. It is then clear from the
loop condition in Line 7 that Algorithm 4 returns a balanced allocation.

We now show that |x| remains fPO. The initial allocation of L returned by MakeInitGroups is
cost-minimizing, and thus guaranteed to be fPO. It is a competitive equilibrium such that all agents
i ∈ N have MPB ratio αi = 1. This can be seen from the fact that each agent has only 1-chores
and every chore has payment 1. It is clear that Lines 2-4 maintain a competitive equilibrium, as
for all i ∈ N , j ∈ K, we have αij = di(j)/pj = 1. So Algorithm 4 maintains a CE up to Line 7.
We then show that Algorithm 4 returns a CE by induction. Suppose that we have a CE before a
chore transfer or payment raise. It is clear that a chore transfer maintains a CE, as it is guaranteed
that the transferred chore is MPB for the agent who receives it. We argue that a payment raise
also maintains a CE. Consider a payment raise of a group Nr. By Lemma 10 all agents outside of
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Nr maintain the same MPB ratio, so they must continue to have MPB chores. Agents in Nr also
clearly continue to have MPB chores after raising payments of their own chores. Thus, a CE is
maintained after any chore transfer or payment raise, so Algorithm 4 returns an fPO allocation.

We finally show that Algorithm 4 returns an allocation which is EF1. Suppose agent i ∈ Nr

has s ≥ 0 1-chores and t ≥ 0 k-chores. Note that if t = 0, then i cannot EF1-envy anyone. In such
case, since we have seen Algorithm 4 returns a balanced allocation, for all h ∈ N we would have
di−1(xi) = s − 1 ≤ |xh| ≤ di(xh). Thus, we may assume that i has a k-chore. Note that all of i’s
k-chores are either:

• a K-chore or

• a chore allocated by MakeInitGroups to an agent in a group above i. This follows from
Observation 2.

We show that i cannot EF1-envy any agent above her. Consider i∗ ∈ Nr∗ with r∗ < r. Then all
of i∗’s chores are either aK-chore or a chore allocated byMakeInitGroups to i∗ or an agent in or above
Nr∗ . Then by Property (iii) of Section 5.2, i must have disutility k for all of i∗’s chores. Then since
Algorithm 4 returns a balanced allocation, we have di−1(xi) = s+ (t− 1)k < (s+ t− 1)k ≤ di(xi∗)
and i does not EF1-envy i∗.

We next show that i cannot EF1-envy any agent h in her same group. By Observation 11 a
k-chore of h is also disutility k for i. From Invariant 4 we know that Nr has fully balanced chores,
so h either:

• has at least s 1-chores and (t− 1) k-chores, or

• has at least (s− 1) 1-chores and t k-chores.

Then, we have that di−1(xi) = s+ (t− 1)k ≤ di(xh).
Finally, we show that i cannot EF1-envy any agent i′ in a group below her. We claim that

every k-chore of i′ is also disutility k for i. If it is a K-chore, the result is immediate. Otherwise,
it must have been transferred to i′ from a group above Nr.

Indeed, no agent in Nr can have lost a chore since i has gained a chore. Suppose an agent i′′

in a group below i loses her first chore at time T when she had q chores. By the tiebreaker rules,
it must be that i had at most q − 1 chores at time T , lest i would be chosen over i′′. In fact, by
Invariant 2, it must be that i had exactly q − 1 chores at T . We know that i has gained a chore at
some point in Algorithm 4, and by Corollary 5 has not lost any chores. It cannot be that i gained
a chore before T , as this would imply she had only q − 2 chores while i′′ had q chores, violating
Invariant 2. Yet, it also cannot be that she gained a chore at some time T ′ after T . In this case, by
Observation 3 it must be that all agents have at least q − 1 chores before i gains her chore. Since
at time T i′′ lost a chore while she had q chores, by Observation 4, at time T ′ after T it must be
that all agents have at most q chores. Thus, it must be that the allocation is already balanced at
T ′ and no transfer can occur. We conclude then that i′′ cannot have lost a chore.

Then, both i and i′ must retain all of their 1-chores from MakeInitGroups. By Properties (i)
and (ii) from Section 5.2, i′ can have at most one more 1-chore than i. Then, since Algorithm 4
returns a balanced allocation, by the tiebreaker rules i′ must have at least (t− 1) k-chores, since i′

must receive her q-th k-chore before i receives her q+1-th k-chore. It follows then that di−1(xi) =
s+ (t− 1)k ≤ di(xi′) and i does not EF1-envy i′.

Thus, we conclude that Algorithm 4 terminates in poly(n,m) time with a balanced EF1+fPO
allocation.

We include a few additional tools here to be used later.
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Lemma 13. If Algorithm 4 performs no chore transfers, the allocation x returned is cost-minimizing.

Proof. We know that MakeInitGroups returns a cost-minimizing allocation. Then, since j ∈ K
gives the same disutility to any agent, any allocation of K remains cost-minimizing. By Lemma 8
Algorithm 4 is guaranteed to terminate. If there are no transfers, then it must be that this cost-
minimizing allocation is returned.

Lemma 14. Raised agents only ever have 1-chores which are disutility k for any agent i in an
unraised group.

Proof. Recall that a raised group contains an agent chosen to lose a chore, so by Lemma 9 a
raised group cannot have ever gained a chore. An agent h in a raised group can have only 1-chores
allocated to them by MakeInitGroups. By Condition (2) of Lemma 10 all unraised groups are always
below all raised groups. Then, it follows from Property (iii) of Section 5.2 that all of h’s chores are
disutility k for agent i in an unraised group.

Lemma 15. A k-chore for an agent i in an unraised group is disutility k for all agents in an
unraised group.

Proof. A k-chore j for i must either be a K-chore or a chore transferred to i. If j is not a K-chore
we show that j must have come from a raised group. By Observation 2 j must from an agent in a
group Nr above i’s group. Since an agent in Nr lost j, by Corollary 5 no agent in Nr has gained a
chore. Then all chores belonging to agents in Nr were allocated by MakeInitGroups and by Property
(iii) of Section 5.2 are disutility k for i. By Condition (4) of Lemma 10 though, i has MPB ratio
1, so for j to be MPB for i it must have payment k. Then, Nr must be a raised group. It follows
from Lemma 14 that j is disutility k for all unraised agents.

We also obtain another result.

Lemma 16. For 2-ary instances where ∀i ∈ N, ki ≥ m, an EF1+PO allocation can be found in
strongly-polynomial time.

Proof. As in bivalued instances, we may re-scale valuations so that di(j) ∈ {1, ki} for each i ∈
N, j ∈ M . We show that by treating all ki as a fixed k > 1, Algorithm 4 returns an EF1+PO
allocation x for the 2-ary instance. Note that Algorithm 4 produces the same output for any value
of k. It follows immediately from Lemma 8 then that x is EF1 even when the agents have different
ki’s. We now show that x is PO for the 2-ary instance where agent i in fact has disutility ki for
each of its k-chores under the bivalued transformation. We suppose that there exists an allocation
y which Pareto dominates x.

We first note that y cannot increase the total number of chores between agents in R. This
implies that there exists i ∈ R such that |xi| < |yi|. By Lemma 14 i has only 1-chores under x, so
it must be that di(xi) = |xi| < |yi| ≤ di(yi) and y would not dominate x.

In addition, if an unraised agent u receives q k-chores under x, then u must receive at most q k-
chores under y. Else, since for all i ∈ N we have ki ≥ m, it must be that du(xu) ≤ (m−1)1+(q)ku ≤
(q + 1)ku ≤ du(yu).

Yet, if every unraised agent u receives same the number of high disutility chores qu under both
x and y, then y cannot dominate x. Indeed, outside of these chores every chore is allocated to an
agent who has disutility 1 for it, so it must be that

∑
i∈N di(xi) =

∑
i∈N di(yi) in this case.

Finally, we argue that if y dominates x then no unraised agent u can receive fewer high disutility
chores under y than in x. Let Q denote the total number of k-chores of unraised agents under
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x. We have seen that y cannot increase the total number of chores between agents in R, so by
Lemma 14 and Lemma 15 it must be that y also allocates at least Q k-chores to unraised agents.
Then, if an unraised agent u receives fewer k-chores under y, it must be that another unraised
agent u′ receives strictly more k-chores. We have seen in this case that y cannot dominate x.

Thus, there can be no allocation y which dominates x, so x is PO.

A.3 EFX-Envy in Algorithm 4

In this section we provide a few insights regarding EFX-Envy in an allocation x with agent groups
{Nr}r∈[R].

Lemma 17. If x is balanced and i has only 1-chores, then i cannot EFX-envy anyone.

Proof. We have that ∀h ∈ N , di(xi)− 1 = |xi| − 1 ≤ |xh| ≤ di(xh).

Lemma 18. If x is balanced, then for i ∈ Nr, h ∈ Nr′ with r < r′, h does not EFX-envy i.

Proof. From Lemma 12, ∀j ∈ xi we have dh(j) = k. Then maxj∈xh
dh(xh \ j) ≤ (|xh| − 1)k ≤

|xi| · k = dh(xi).

Lemma 19. In a balanced allocation, if agent i EFX-envies agent h and i has t k-chores, then
there are at most t− 1 chores j ∈ xh such that di(j) = k.

Proof. Suppose that i has exactly s 1-chores. We will assume that s > 0, otherwise it is clear she
will not EFX-envy h. Suppose that h has at least t chores which are disutility k for i. As h has at
least s+ t− 1 chores, maxj∈xi di(xi \ j) = (s− 1) + tk ≤ di(xh).

Lemma 20. In a group with fully balanced chores, if i, h ∈ Nr both have exactly equal total chores
and at least one 1-chore, then EFX-envy can only exist between them when k > 2.

Proof. From Lemma 17 it must be that an agent has a k-chore to EFX-envy another agent. From
Lemma 15 a k-chore for i is a k-chore for h and vice versa. Without loss of generality, from
Lemma 19 it must be that |xik | = |xhk

|+1 for EFX-envy to exist. Then, since i and h have exactly
equal total chores, it must also be that |xi1 | + 1 = |xh1 |. If k ≤ 2, we have maxj∈xi di(xi \ j) =
|xi1 | − 1 + |xik | · k = |xh1 | − 2 + (|xhk

|+ 1)k < |xh1 |+ |xhk
| · k ≤ di(xh). So it must be that k > 2

for EFX-envy to exist.

A.4 Algorithm 7: One Agent Group

We first define two functions which appear in our algorithms.

• Transfer(j, i) takes chore j from its current owner and gives j to agent i.

• Swap(j1, j2) exchanges j1 and j2 between their respective owners.

We now show that Algorithm 7 is only called when its input CE has specific properties.

Lemma 21. An input (x,p) for Algorithm 7 is always such that allocation x is cost-minimizing
and has fully balanced chores.
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Algorithm 7 Reducing EFX-Envy

Input: EF1 competitive equilibrium (x,p)
Output: EFX competitive equilibrium (x,p)

1: if x is not EFX then
2: if |K| ≡ 2 (mod 3) then
3: i1 ← argmini∈N |xik |
4: i2 ← i ∈ N \ {i1}
5: i3 ← i ∈ N \ {i1, i2}
6: if xi1 ⊆ MPBi2 ∩MPBi3 then
7: ki2 ← j ∈ xi2 ∩K
8: if |xi2 | > |xi1 | then
9: Transfer(ki2 , i1)

10: else
11: ji1 ← {j ∈ xi1 | di2(j) = 1}
12: Swap(ki2 , ji1)

13: if xi2 ⊆ MPBi1 ∩MPBi3 then
14: ki3 ← j ∈ xi3 ∩K
15: if |xi3 | > |xi2 | then
16: Transfer(ki3 , i2)
17: else
18: ji2 ← {j ∈ xi2 | di3(j) = 1}
19: Swap(ki3 , ji2)

20: if x is not EFX then
21: (x,p)← Algorithm 8(x,p)

22: else if |K| ≡ 1 (mod 3) then
23: i1 ← argmaxi∈N |xik |
24: i2 ← i ∈ N \ {i1}
25: i3 ← i ∈ N \ {i1, i2}
26: if xi2 ∪ xi3 ⊆ MPBi1 then
27: ki1 ← j ∈ xi1 ∩K
28: if |xi1 | > |xi2 | then
29: Transfer(ki2 , i1)
30: else
31: ji2 ← {j ∈ xi2 | di1(j) = 1}
32: Swap(ki1 , ji2)

33: if xi1 ∪ xi3 ⊆ MPBi2 then
34: ki2 ← j ∈ xi2 ∩K
35: if |xi2 | > |xi3 | then
36: Transfer(ki2 , i3)
37: else
38: ji3 ← {j ∈ xi3 | di2(j) = 1}
39: Swap(ki2 , ji3)

40: if x is not EFX then
41: (x,p)← Algorithm 9(x,p)

42: return (x,p)
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Proof. When Algorithm 7 is called by Algorithm 5, it must be that Algorithm 4 returned exactly
one agent group. Then by Invariant 4 this group has fully balanced chores. By Lemma 9 agents
within a group cannot transfer chores amongst themselves, so Algorithm 4 performed no chore
transfers and by Lemma 13 must return a cost-minimizing allocation.

When Algorithm 7 is called by Algorithm 10, it must be that Algorithm 4 returned two agent
groups with N1 = {a} and N2 = {b, c} and allocation x such that |xa1 | = |xc1 |. Note that by
construction we have |xa1 | ≥ |xb1 | ≥ |xc1 |. Combining these, it must in fact be that |xa1 | = |xb1 | =
|xc1 |. By Lemma 8 Algorithm 4 returns a balanced allocation. Then, since the 1-chores are exactly
equal, it must be that the k-chores are balanced. Thus, x has fully balanced chores. We show that it
must also be that Algorithm 4 performed no chore transfers. If a transfer occurs, by Observation 2
it must be that a ∈ N1 lost a chore and an agent in N2 gained a chore. From Corollary 5 then
a cannot gain a chore and agents in N2 cannot lose a chore. Recall from Lemma 11 that agents
only gain k-chores. Then both b and c must have at least |xb1 | = |xc1 | = q chores before any chore
transfer. Then a cannot have lost a chore during the last transfer performed when she had q + 1
chores. Thus, there can be no transfers and by Lemma 13 Algorithm 4 returns a cost-minimizing
allocation.

Finally, when Algorithm 7 is called by Algorithm 11, it must be that Algorithm 4 returned two
agent groups with N1 = {a, b} and N2 = {c} and allocation x such that |xc1 | ≥ |xb1 | and x is not
EFX. We first show that no transfers can have occurred. If if has, by Observation 2 it must be
that an agent in N1 lost a chore and c gained a chore. Suppose a chore is transferred from b to
c. Then no agent in N1 can have gained a chore after MakeInitGroups, so agents in N1 have only
1-chores. Then by Lemma 17 agents in N1 cannot EFX-envy anyone. By Lemma 18 it cannot be c
EFX-envies a or b. Then, x must be EFX, a contradiction. We conclude that no transfer can have
occurred. By Lemma 13 x is cost-minimizing.

We now show that x is fully balanced. There are two cases in which Algorithm 11 invokes
Algorithm 7.

• In the first case, x returned by Algorithm 4 is not EFX, |xc| > |xa|, and |xck | ≤ |xbk |.
Since x is not EFX, it must be that some agent EFX-envies another agent. By Lemma 18 c
cannot be the EFX-envious agent. By construction we have that |xa1 | ≥ |xb1 | and we may
assume that b receives a K-chore before a so |xbk | ≥ |xak |. By Lemma 19 and Lemma 15 it
must be that b is the EFX-envious agent and |xbk | = |xak | + 1, since Invariant 4 guarantees
a and b have balanced k-chores. From Properties (i) and (ii) of Section 5.2 we have that
|xc1 | ≤ |xb1 | + 1 ≤ |xa1 | + 1. Note that by the tiebreaking rules c is favored to receive a
K-chore over b if |xb| ≥ |xc|. Thus, we have |xck | ≥ |xbk | − 1. Combined with our initial
conditions this gives |xbk |−1 ≤ |xck | ≤ |xbk |. Thus, c must have the same number of k-chores
as either a or b, and x must have balanced k-chores. To see that x has balanced 1-chores,
note that |xc1 | ≤ |xb1 | + 1 ≤ |xa1 | + 1. If x has unbalanced 1-chores, it can only be that
c has at least two fewer 1-chores than a. But then by tiebreaking rules and the fact that
|xc| > |xa|, it must be that c in turn has at least two more k-chores than a, which we have
seen is impossible. Thus, x must have balanced 1-chores and thus be fully balanced in this
case.

• In the second case, x is not EFX, |xc| ≤ |xa|, and |xb1 | > |xc1 |. Again we have that b must
be EFX-envious and |xbk | = |xak | + 1. Since b is given a K-chore, by the tiebreaking rules
it must be that |xc| ≥ |xb| Since a and b have fully balanced chores and |xbk | = |xak | + 1, it
must be that |xb| ≥ |xa|. The given conditions include |xa| ≥ |xc|, so combining these give
|xa| = |xb| = |xc|. By construction and group balance we have |xb1 | ≤ |xa1 | ≤ |xb1 |+1. From
Properties (i) and (ii) of Section 5.2. |xa1 | ≥ |xc1 |. Then, |xc1 | ≥ |xb1 | implies x has balanced
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1-chores. Then, since |xa| = |xb| = |xc|, it must be that the k-chores are balanced as well, so
x is fully balanced.

Using Lemma 21, we then show that inputs for Algorithms 8 and 9 must also have certain
properties.

Lemma 22. An input (x,p) for Algorithm 8 is always such that

(i) allocation x is cost-minimizing and has fully balanced chores,

(ii) |K| ≡ 2 (mod 3), and

(iii) there exists exactly one EFX-envy relationship.

Proof. Lemma 21 shows that input for Algorithm 7 satisfies (i). Line 2 of Algorithm 7 guarantees
(ii). We show that Lines 3-20 of Algorithm 7 maintain (i) while giving (iii). Since the input x is fully
balanced, if |K| ≡ 2 (mod 3) then there exists a unique agent i1 = argmini∈N |xik | and two agents
i2 and i3 who we say have an extra k-chore. In fact, since x is cost-minimizing it must be that for
all i ∈ N we have |xik | ⊆ K, so i2 and i3 have an extra K-chore. By Lemma 19 the only possible
EFX-envy relationships are that i2 and i3 EFX-envy i1, since they have more K-chores. However,
if i1 has any 1-chore which gives disutility k to i2 or i3, then that agent no longer EFX-envies i1 and
we are done. Else, all of i1’s 1-chores are MPB for both i2 and i3. Then, we aim to change which
agents have the extra K-chores while maintaining cost-minimization and fully balanced chores. We
aim to move one of the extra K-chores off of i2 onto i1. If |xi2 | > |xi1 |, we can simply transfer the
extra K-chore from i2 to i1. Since i1 had fewer total chores, the total chores remain balanced, and
the same reasoning applies to the k-chores. Since no 1-chore is moved, they clearly remain balanced
as well. Otherwise, it must be that |xi2 | = |xi1 |. It cannot be that |xi2 | < |xi1 | since we have fully
balanced chores and |xi2k | > |xiik |. In this case, we swap the extra K-chore of i2 with a 1-chore
of i1, which i1 must have in order to be EFX-envied by i2, and which we know must be MPB for
i2 as well. Now i1 and i2 have only swapped their number of 1-chores and k-chores, so i2 has as
many 1-chores and k-chores as i1 did previously, and vice versa. It is clear then that we maintain
fully balanced chores. Now i1 and i3 have the extra K-chores, and it can only be that these agents
EFX-envy i2. We perform the same type of MPB check. If i2 has a 1-chore which is not MPB for
either i1 or i3, we are done. Else, we repeat the same chore movement. Suppose another movement
is needed. We claim that now there is at most one EFX-envy relationship. Indeed, if after each
movement both agents with extra K-chores always EFX-envied the agent with fewer K-chores,
then it must be that a, b, and c all have disutility 1 for each 1-chore, showing that they in fact have
identical valuations, which we have stated in Section 5.3 to be impossible. Thus, there must be a
chore j belonging to the agent with fewer K-chores which is disutility k for some agent with an
extra K-chore, so at most one EFX-envy relationship can exist. Finally, Line 20 guarantees that if
Algorithm 8 is called then that one possible EFX-envy relationship does exist.

Lemma 23. An input (x,p) for Algorithm 9 is always such that

(i) allocation x is cost-minimizing and has fully balanced chores,

(ii) |K| ≡ 1 (mod 3), and

(iii) there exists exactly one EFX-envy relationship.
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Proof. We proceed similarly to the proof of Lemma 22. Lemma 21 shows that input for Algorithm 7
satisfies (i), Line 22 guarantees (ii), and we show that Lines 23-40 maintain (i) while obtaining (iii).
It remains that an input allocation for Algorithm 7 is cost-minimizing and fully balanced. Now,
when |K| ≡ 1 (mod 3), only one agent i1 has an extra K-chore and two agents i2 and i3 have
fewer K-chores. Our goal is to obtain an allocation in which the agent with the extra K-chore sees
some 1-chore of another agent as disutility k, again while maintaining (i). The chore movements
are equivalent to those described in Lemma 22 and maintain (i). Also equivalently, if after two
movements every agent has held the extra K-chore and seen every agent’s 1-chores as MPB, then
again we have a case of identical valuations which cannot be. Line 40 again guarantees the existence
of exactly one EFX-envy relationship if Algorithm 9 is called, giving (iii).

A.5 Algorithm 8: Two Extra K-chores

We show that:

Lemma 24. Algorithm 8 returns an EFX competitive equilibrium.

Proof. Algorithm 8 begins by defining agents a, b, and c so that c is the agent without an extra
k-chore and b is the unique agent who EFX-envies her. It follows that for all j ∈ xc1 , db(j) = 1.
From Lemma 22, x is both cost-minimizing and fully balanced. In addition, ∃jc ∈ xc \MPBa. That
is, c must have some 1-chore jc which a has disutility k for.

In Line 5, we check if b has a 1-chore jb which is disutility k for c. Note that since x is cost-
minimizing, xbk ⊆ K ⊆ MPBc. If b has such a chore, we swap a k-chore of b with jc. Now b is the
agent without the extra k-chore, but b cannot be EFX-envied by a as b now has jc and similarly
cannot be EFX-envied by c due to having jb. Thus, the allocation is EFX.

Then, in Line 8, it must now also be that b does not have a 1-chore which is disutility k for c, so
xb ⊆ MPBc and xc ⊆ MPBb. Additionally, since k ≤ 2, we must have that |xb| > |xc|, as otherwise
b could not EFX-envy c by Lemma 20. Furthermore, since k ≤ 2, b EFX-envies c by at most 2 and
transferring a 1-chore from b to c immediately removes b’s EFX-envy for c. Since |xb| > |xc| before
the transfer, the total number of chores remains balanced between all agents. Since each agent still
has the same number of k-chores, no new EFX-envy can have been created, so the allocation is
now EFX.

In Line 11, we check that a has at least two 1-chores. If she does not, then we may transfer
1-chores from b to c until b no longer EFX-envies c. Since a has at most one 1-chore, we know that
b initially has at most two 1-chores. Note that b will surely stop EFX-envying c by the time she
has transferred away all of her 1-chores. Yet, it must remain that a and b end with balanced chores
and it cannot be that a has grown to EFX-envy b. It also cannot be that c begins to EFX-envy
b, as she only incrementally receives 1-chores when b EFX-envies her. Additionally, after the first
transfer a’s bundle can be no better than b’s bundle for c, so c also cannot EFX-envy a and the
allocation is EFX.

Now, in Line 15, we suppose that a has a chore ja which is disutility 1 for b but k for c. We
transfer ja to b and swap a k-chore of b with the chore jc ∈ xc which we know is disutility 1 for
b but k for a. As a result, a has lost a 1-chore, b has lost a k-chore but gained two 1-chores, and
c has lost a 1-chore but gained a k-chore. We now check the EFX-envy relationships. Note that
before the transfers |xa| ≥ |xc|. So after the transfers a and c still have balanced chores. Since they
now have the same number of k-chores, they cannot EFX-envy each other. Furthermore, neither of
them can EFX-envy b, as although b lost a k-chore, it gained jc which a values as k and ja which c
values as k. Finally, b cannot EFX-envy a or c. After the transfers, b is the agent without an extra
k chore. Since b has only one more chore in total, we know that b has at most three more 1-chores
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Algorithm 8 Two extra K-chores

Input: EF1 competitive equilibrium (x,p)
Output: EFX competitive equilibrium (x,p)

1: c← argmini∈N |xik |
2: b← i ∈ N | b EFX-envies c
3: a← i ∈ N | a does not EFX-envy c
4: jc ← j ∈ xc \MPBa

5: if ∃jb ∈ xb \MPBc then
6: kb ← j ∈ xb ∩K
7: Swap(kb, jc)
8: else if k ≤ 2 then
9: jb ← {j ∈ xb | dc(j) = 1}

10: Transfer(jb, c)
11: else if |xa1 | < 2 then
12: while b EFX-envies c do
13: jb ← {j ∈ xb | dc(j) = 1}
14: Transfer(jb, c)

15: else if ∃ja ∈ xa ∩MPBb \MPBc then
16: Transfer(ja, b)
17: kb ← j ∈ xb ∩K
18: Swap(kb, jc)
19: else if ∃ja ∈ xa ∩MPBc \MPBb then
20: Transfer(ja, c)
21: if b EFX-envies a then
22: jb ← {j ∈ xb | dc(j) = 1}
23: Transfer(jb, c)

24: else if ∃ja1 , ja2 ∈ xa \MPBb ∪MPBc then
25: if |xb| ≤ |xa| then
26: ka ← j ∈ xa ∩K
27: Transfer(ka, c)
28: else if ∃j ∈ xb ∪ xc s.t. da(j) = 1 then
29: ka ← j ∈ xa ∩K
30: Transfer(j, a)
31: Transfer(ka, c)
32: else
33: kb ← j ∈ xb ∩K
34: Transfer(kb, a)

35: else
36: while b EFX-envies c do
37: if |xb| ≥ |xa| then
38: jb ← {j ∈ xb | dc(j) = 1}
39: Transfer(jb, c)
40: else
41: ja ← {j ∈ xa | dc(j) = 1}
42: Transfer(ja, c)

43: return (x,p)
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than either a or b. As we know that k > 2 from previous conditions, after removing a 1-chore b’s
two remaining 1-chores are not worse than a and c’s extra k-chore, so b does not EFX-envy them.
The allocation is then EFX.

The case handled in Line 19 is similar to that of Line 16. We now suppose that a has a chore
ja which is disutility 1 for c but k for b and transfer this chore to c. We check the EFX condition.
Clearly it remains that a does not EFX-envy c. Although b lost a k-chore, the addition of jc
prevents a from EFX-envying b, so a does not EFX-envy anybody. We now examine c. Since
|xa| ≥ |xc| before the transfers, after the transfers it remains that a and c have balanced chores.
Since they now also have the same number of k-chores, c does not EFX-envy a. After the transfers,
b has at least as many total chores as c. Although c has an extra k-chore, since b has ja, c views b
as having equally many k-chores, so c does not EFX-envy b. Finally, b now has one fewer k-chore
than a or c but can have up to three more 1-chores. Since k > 2, after the removal of a 1-chore b
prefers her extra 1-chores over the extra k-chore of either a or c. So b does not EFX-envy anyone
and the allocation is EFX.

In Line 24, we have that b and c both have disutility 1 for each other’s 1-chores, k > 2, a has
at least two 1-chores, and b and c have the same valuation for all of a’s 1-chores. We also suppose
that a has two chores ja1 and ja2 which a values at 1 but b and c value at k. Note that since both
the k-chores and 1-chores are balanced between agents, we have that |xc| ≤ |xb| and |xc| ≤ |xa|.
We then have three cases.

1. In Line 25 we have |xb| ≤ |xa|. We transfer a k-chore from a to c. If it is the case that
|xa| > |xc|, then this transfer maintains the balance of total chores. Now b and c have the
same number of k-chores, so they cannot EFX-envy each other. Since a has only lost a chore
she continues to not EFX-envy b and c. We only need check that b and c do not EFX-envy a.
Since |xc| ≤ |xb ≤ |xa| before the transfer, the total chores remain balanced after the transfer.
Although a lost a k-chore, since b and c view ja1 and ja2 as k, they still do not EFX-envy a.
Otherwise, if |xc| = |xb| = |xa|, the same arguments will hold, except between a and c. Now
after the transfer c has two more chores than a. Suppose a has t k-chores and p 1-chores (c
then has t + 1 k-chores and at most p + 1 1-chores). Since dc(ja1) = dc(ja2) = k and k > 2,
we have dc(xc)− 1 ≤ (t+1)k+ p < (t+2)k+(p− 2) ≤ dc(xa). So c still cannot EFX-envy a.

2. In Line 28 we have that |xb| > |xa| and either b or c has a chore j which is value 1 for a. Then
we transfer j to a and transfer a k-chore from a to c. Note that this preserves the balance of
total chores. As in (1), b and c now have the same number of k-chores and cannot EFX-envy
each other, a has the fewest k-chores so she cannot EFX-envy b or c, and b and c cannot
EFX-envy a due to ja1 and ja2 .

3. In Line 32, if |xb| > |xa| but all 1-chores of b and c are value k for a, we may simply transfer
a k-chore from b to a. Since |xb| > |xa| this maintains the balance of total chores. Now, a
has both of the extra k-chores, so b and c do not EFX-envy her, and since b and c have the
same number of k-chores they do not EFX-envy each other. Finally, a cannot EFX-envy b or
c as she sees all of their chores as k.

We now have the final case in Line 35, where it must be that b and c value all of each other’s
1-chores as 1 and a has at most one 1-chore which is value k for b and c. In this case, we transfer
1-chores from a and b to c until b no longer EFX-envies c, while maintaining a balanced number
of chores between a and b so they do not begin to EFX-envy each other. If b has at least as many
chores as a, we transfer a 1-chore from b to c. Otherwise, if |xa| > |xb|, we transfer a chore out of
a instead, so that a and b will maintain balanced total chores and thus not EFX-envy each other.
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It is clear that a still does not EFX-envy c, and b must stop EFX-envying c by the time when she
has given away all of her 1-chores. Then, since c only receives 1-chores incrementally, she cannot
grow to EFX-envy b. And, since a’s bundle is at least as bad as b’s bundle for c, c also cannot
EFX-envy a. Thus, the allocation is EFX.

Then, since all transfers in all cases are done only with MPB chores, it remains that we have a
CE, and thus the allocation is fPO.

A.6 Algorithm 9: One Extra K-chore

Algorithm 9 One extra K-chore

Input: EF1 competitive equilibrium (x,p)
Output: EFX competitive equilibrium (x,p)

1: a← argmaxi∈N |xik |
2: b← i ∈ N | a EFX-envies b
3: c← i ∈ N | a does not EFX-envy c
4: jc ← j ∈ xc \MPBa

5: ka ← j ∈ xa ∩K
6: jb ← {j ∈ xb | da(j) = 1}
7: if ∃j ∈ xc \MPBb then
8: Swap(ka, jb)
9: while b EFX-envies a do

10: jb∗ ← {j ∈ xb | da(j) = 1}
11: Transfer(jb∗ , a)

12: else if ∃jb′ ∈ xb s.t. dc(jb′) = 1 then
13: Swap(jb′ , jc)
14: if x is not EFX then
15: jc∗ ← j ∈ xc ∩ L
16: Swap(ka, jc∗)

17: while c EFX-envies a or b do
18: jc∗ ← j ∈ xc ∩ L
19: if |xa| < |xb| then
20: Transfer(jc∗ , a)
21: else
22: Transfer(jc∗ , b)

23: else if |xb|1 = 1 then
24: Swap(ka, jb)
25: else
26: jc′ ← {j ∈ xc | db(j) = 1}
27: Transfer(ka, c)
28: Transfer(jc′ , b)
29: Transfer(jb, a)

30: return (x,p)

We show that:

Lemma 25. Algorithm 9 returns an EFX competitive equilibrium.
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Proof. Algorithm 9 begins by defining agents a, b, and c so that a is the agent with the extra
k-chore, and a EFX-envies b but not c. It follows that a sees all of b’s 1-chores as 1 also, and there
exists some 1-chore jc ∈ xc which a values as k.

We first check in Line 7 if c has a chore j which is not MPB for b, meaning it has value 1
for c but k for b. If so, then we swap a k-chore of a with a 1-chore of b. Only b can EFX-envy
another agent as b now has the extra k-chore. It cannot be that b EFX-envies c due to j, so b
can only EFX-envy a. If this is the case, we simply transfer 1-chores from b to a until the EFX-
envy disappears. We check that c does not EFX-envy a as they now have the same number of
k-chores and a has weakly more 1-chores than c. It also cannot be that c EFX-envies b, as we have
dc(xc)− 1 ≤ da(xa) < da(xb)− 1 = db(xb)− 1 ≤ dc(xb)− 1 < dc(xb). Thus, the allocation is EFX.

In Line 12, if c has no 1-chore which is value k for b, we check whether b has a 1-chore jb′ which is
also value 1 for c. If so, we swap jb′ with jc. Now if the allocation is not EFX, it can only be that a
EFX-envies c and values of c’s 1-chores as 1 also. Then, in fact, it must be that c only has universal
1-chores which are value 1 for all agents. We now swap a k-chore from a with a universal 1-chore
from c, so that now only c can EFX-envy someone. If c does EFX-envy someone, then we transfer a
1-chore out of c to whomever of a and b that has the fewest chores. Note, this is not necessarily the
agent that c EFX-envies. We show that this can be done until the allocation is EFX. As a and b now
have equal k-chores, and we maintain the fact that they have balanced total chores, they cannot
EFX-envy each other. We also have that da(xa)− 1 ≤ db(xb)− 1 ≤ dc(xb)− 1 ≤ dc(xc) ≤ da(xc),
so a and b cannot EFX-envy c. In turn, c is guaranteed to stop EFX-envying both a and b before
she gives away all of her 1-chores, so the allocation is EFX.

In Line 23 we do a simple check on the number of 1-chores of b. If b has exactly one 1-chore,
swapping this chore with the extra k-chore from a is immediately EFX.

Finally, in Line 25, it must be that b values all of c’s 1-chores as 1, c values all of b’s 1-chores
as k, and a values all of b’s 1-chores as 1. We can then rotate chores so that a gives a k-chore to
c, c gives a 1-chore to b, and b gives a 1-chore to a. Now c has the extra k-chore and is the only
agent who can EFX-envy. However, c cannot EFX-envy a as a has received a chore from b, which
c values as k. In addition, b retains at least one 1-chore which it had initially, which c also values
as k. Thus, c cannot EFX-envy b either, so the allocation is EFX.

Since all transferred chores are MPB for their recipients, we maintain a CE and thus the
allocation returned is fPO.

A.7 Algorithm 10: R = 2, |N1| = 1

We show that:

Lemma 26. Algorithm 10 returns an EFX competitive equilibrium.

Proof. We first consider some properties of any input of Algorithm 10. When R = 2 and |N1| = 1,
a cannot EFX-envy b or c, as they will always have at least as many k-chores as a, and b and c
cannot EFX-envy a as they see all of her chores as k. Furthermore, without loss of generality we
may assume that c receives her first k-chore before b does, so c will always have at least as many
k-chores as b. Thus, the EFX-envy must exist from c towards b. We now cover the conditions in
Lines 5, 7, 10, and 17.

In Line 5, when c has exactly as many 1-chores as a, we have that all agents have equal number
1-chores and balanced k-chores. Then, we may use Algorithm 7 to find an EFX allocation.

In Line 7, we now suppose that c has fewer 1-chores than a, and |xa| < |xc|. Note that the
latter condition only holds when no transfers occur in Algorithm 4. In this case, we transfer a
universal k-chore from c to a. The number of chores remains balanced between all agents. Now b
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Algorithm 10 When R = 2 and |N1| = 1

Input: EF1 competitive equilibrium (x,p)
Output: EFX competitive equilibrium (x,p)

1: if x is not EFX then
2: a← i ∈ N1

3: b← argmaxi∈N2
|xi1 |

4: c← i ∈ N2 \ {b}
5: if |xa1 | = |xc1 | then
6: (x,p)← Algorithm 7(x,p)
7: else if |xa| < |xc| then
8: kc ← j ∈ xc ∩K
9: Transfer(kc, a)

10: else if |xb| < |xa| or |xb1 | ≥ 3 then
11: if ∃ja ∈ xa s.t. ja ∈ MPBb then
12: Transfer(ja, b)
13: else
14: raise payments of xa by a factor of k
15: ja ← j ∈ xa

16: Transfer(ja, b)

17: else
18: if ∃jc ∈ xc s.t. db(jc) = 1 then
19: Transfer(jc, b)
20: else
21: kc ← j ∈ xc ∩K
22: jb ← {j ∈ xb | dc(j) = 1 }
23: Swap(kc, jb)

24: return (x,p)

and c possess the same number of k-chores, so they cannot EFX-envy each other, and it is clear
that they remain unenvious of a. We need only show that a does not begin to EFX-envy either b
or c. Since c has fewer 1-chores than a, yet |xa| < |xc|, it must be that c has at least two more
k-chores than a and b has at least one more k-chore than a. Then, even after c loses a k-chore to
a, a has at most as many k-chores as b and c, so she does not EFX-envy them.

Now in Line 10, we first consider the case when |xb| < |xa|. We transfer a chore from a to b,
which both b and c value as k. The number of chores remains balanced between all agents, and b
and c now have the same number of k-chores. Since they still see all of a’s chores as k, they remain
unenvious of a, and a herself clearly remains unenvious as she has only lost a chore. Thus, the
allocation is EFX. If it is not the case that |xb| < |xa|, we have |xc| ≤ |xa| ≤ |xb|. Since |xc| < |xb|
implies that b has as many k-chores as c, and thus no EFX-envy between them, we must in fact
have |xc| = |xa| = |xb| = p. From |xc| = |xb| and the fact that c EFX-envies b we also conclude that
b has one more 1-chore than c, so it must be that k > 2 for c to EFX-envy b. Now suppose b has at
least three 1-chores and she receives a chore from a with value k. Clearly a remains unenvious of
b and c. By Lemma 19 b and c do not EFX-envy each other, as they have equal number k-chores
and balanced total chores. In addition, c cannot EFX-envy a as the two still have balanced total
chores and c sees all of a’s chores as k. We need only check that b does not begin to EFX-envy
a. Since b has at least three 1-chores and at most p − 2 k-chores, and we know k > 2, we have
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db(xb) − 1 ≤ (p − 2)k + 2 ≤ (p − 1)k = db(xa). So b does not EFX-envy a and the allocation is
EFX.

In Line 17, as none of the previous conditions hold, we must have |xc| = |xa| = |xb| = p,
|xb|1 < 3, and k > 2. We argue that in fact |xb|1 = 2 and |xc|1 = 1. That is, b must have exactly
two 1-chores and c must have exactly one 1-chore. Note that for c to have EFX-envy for b, c must
have at least one 1-chore. Then we must have |xb|1 ̸= |xc|1, as otherwise |xb| = |xc| would imply
that b and c have the same number of k-chores and no EFX-envy between them. So, we must
have |xb|1 > |xc|1 ≥ 1 and in conjunction with |xb|1 < 3 the desired result follows. Now suppose
there exists a 1-chore of c’s which is also value 1 for b. Upon transferring this chore to b, we can
see that c no longer EFX-envies b, as c now only has p − 1 k-chores, so dc(xc) − k = (p − 2)k <
(p − 2)k + 3 ≤ dc(xb). We also check that b does not start EFX-envying c. Since k > 2 we have
db(xb) − 1 = (p − 2)k + 2 ≤ (p − 1)k = db(xc). It is easy to verify that a still does not EFX-envy
b or c, as a still has balanced total chores with respect to either and fewer k-chores than either.
Thus, the allocation is EFX.

Note that all transfers consist of only MPB chores, so it remains that we have a CE and the
allocation is fPO.

A.8 Algorithm 11: R = 2, |N1| = 2

Algorithm 11 When R = 2 and |N1| = 2

Input: EF1 competitive equilibrium (x,p)
Output: EFX competitive equilibrium (x,p)

1: if x is not EFX then
2: a← argmaxi∈N1

|xi1 |
3: b← i ∈ N1 \ {a}
4: c← i ∈ N2

5: if |xc| > |xa| then
6: if |xck | > |xbk | then
7: kc ← j ∈ xc ∩K
8: Transfer(kc, a)
9: else

10: (x,p)← Algorithm 7(x,p)

11: else
12: if |xc1 | ≥ |xb1 | then
13: (x,p)← Algorithm 7(x,p)
14: else
15: if ∃jc ∈ xc s.t. db(jc) = 1 then
16: kb ← j ∈ xb ∩K
17: Swap(jc, kb)
18: else
19: kc ← j ∈ xc ∩K
20: ja ← {j ∈ xa | db(j) = 1}
21: Transfer(kc, a)
22: Transfer(ja, b)

23: return (x,p)
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We show that:

Lemma 27. Algorithm 11 returns an EFX competitive equilibrium.

Proof. We have shown in the proof of Lemma 21 that when R = 2 and |N1| = 2, if any chore
transfers occur in the execution of Algorithm 4 the output of Algorithm 4 is already EFX. Thus,
before Line 5 of Algorithm 11, we must have a cost-minimizing CE where each agent has only
1-chores or K-chores. We define agent a to be the agent with weakly greater 1-chores in N1, b to be
the remaining agent in N1, and c to be the agent in N2. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that b receives a k-chore before a in Algorithm 4 so that |xbk | ≥ |xak |. Furthermore, if EFX-envy
exists in x, it must be that |xbk | = |xak |+ 1 and b is the EFX-envious agent.

In Line 5, we check that c has strictly more total chores than a. If so, we check in Line 6 that c
has strictly more K-chores than b. If both conditions are satisfied, we directly transfer a K-chore
from c to a. Since |xck | > |xbk | ≥ |xak | + 1, it remains after the transfer that c has at least as
many K-chores as a and b, so they cannot EFX-envy c. It is also the case that a and b now have
equal K-chores, so they cannot EFX-envy each other. It remains that c cannot EFX-envy a or b,
so the allocation is EFX. Else, if |xc| > |xa| but |xck | ≤ |xbk |, we call Algorithm 7. Algorithm 7
either finds an EFX allocation immediately or calls Algorithm 8 or Algorithm 9. We have seen
from Lemma 24 and Lemma 25 that these algorithms return an EFX competitive equilibrium. The
same argument applies to the execution of Line 13.

We then check the conditions in Line 14. It must be that |xc| ≤ |xa| and |xc1 | < |xb1 |. Note that
b is given a K-chore. By the tiebreaker rules, it be then that |xc| ≥ |xb|. In addition, Invariant 4
guarantees that a and b have fully balanced chores. Since |xbk | = |xak |+1, we have that |xb| ≥ |xa|.
Combining these results we see that |xc| ≥ |xb| ≥ |xa| ≥ |xc|, so in fact |xc| = |xb| = |xa|. It follows
then that |xa1 | = |xb1 | + 1 > |xc1 + 1, i.e., a has exactly one more 1-chore than b, and b has at
least one 1-chore than c. Similarly, we have |xck | > |xbk | = |xak | + 1, i.e., c has at least one more
K-chore than b, and b has exactly one more K-chore than a. In this case, we first check if c has
a chore jc which is disutility 1 for b. If so, we swap a K-chore of b with jc. Then a and b cannot
EFX-envy each other as they have equal K-chores now, and they clearly continue to not EFX-envy
c. At the same time c can still not EFX-envy a as c has disutility k for all of her chores. Regarding
b, c now views all but one of b’s chores as k. Then, since every agent has exactly q chores, we have
maxj∈xc dc(xc \ j) ≤ (q− 1)k ≤ (q− 1)k+1 = dc(xb). So c does not EFX-envy b and the allocation
is EFX.

Else, in Line 18 we still have that |xc| = |xb| = |xa| = q but now b must have disutility k for all
of c’s 1-chores. In this case, we transfer a K-chore from c to a, and a 1-chore from a to b. Notably,
since c cannot be EFX-envied by b here, it must be that b EFX-envies a all of a’s chores are MPB
for b. After this transfer c continues to not envy anybody. Now a and b have balanced chores
and equal K-chores, so they do not EFX-envy each other. It remains that a and c have balanced
chores, and c still has at least as many K-chores as a, so a does not EFX-envy c. We now examine
b and c. It remains that c has at least as many K-chores as b, but b now has two more total chores
than c. Thus, after removing a chore it can EFX-envy c by at most 1. However, since we had to
have had EFX-envy between a and b when |xb| = |xa|, by Lemma 20 it must be that k > 2 in this
instance. Then, since b has disutility k > 2 for all of c’s 1-chores, b does not EFX-envy c. Note, it
must be that c has a 1-chore since it could not form a group by itself with no initial chores. Thus,
the allocation is EFX.

As only MPB chores are transferred, it must be that we maintain a CE and the allocation
returned is fPO.
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A.9 Algorithm 5: Obtaining EFX+fPO

Lemma 28. Given a bivalued chore allocation instance (N,M,D) with three agents, Algorithm 5
computes an EFX + fPO allocation in strongly polynomial-time.

Proof. We show that Algorithm 5 computes such an allocation in strongly-polynomial time. Algo-
rithm 5 first calls Algorithm 4. Then,

• If R = 1, Algorithm 7 is invoked. Then, it must be that either Algorithm 7 finds an EFX+fPO
allocation, or one of Algorithms 8 and 9 is called. From Lemmas 24 and 25 we know that an
EFX+fPO allocation is found in either case.

• If R = 2, then either Algorithm 10 or Algorithm 11 is invoked. From Lemmas 26 and 27 we
know that both algorithms give an EFX+fPO allocation.

• Finally, if R = 3, we show that the output of Algorithm 4 is already EFX+fPO. Suppose the
groups are such that N1 = {a}, N2 = {a}, and N3 = {c}. From Lemma 8 we have that the
allocation is balanced. Then from Lemma 18 it cannot be that c EFX-envies a or b, and it
cannot be that b EFX-envies a. If an agent belongs to a raised group, then by Lemma 14 they
have only 1-chores, and so by Lemma 17 agents in such groups cannot EFX-envy anyone.
We then need only consider an agent in an unraised group who may EFX-envy an agent in
a group below her. By construction of the groups, we have after MakeInitGroups is called
that |xa1 | ≥ |xb1 | ≥ |xc1 |. By Condition (3) of Lemma 10, agents in unraised groups cannot
have lost a chore. By Lemma 11 they may only gain k-chores. Then, by the tiebreaker rules,
we have that |xck | ≥ |xbk | ≥ |xak |. Since any unraised agent sees every k-chore of every
other unraised agent as k by Lemma 15 and the allocation is balanced, it cannot be that a
EFX-envies b or c, or that b EFX-envies c. Thus, the allocation is EFX, and we have seen
from Lemma 8 that it is also fPO.

Thus, Algorithm 5 finds an EFX+fPO allocation. We now show that Algorithm 5 terminates in
strongly-polynomial time. By Lemma 8 Algorithm 4 terminates in poly(n,m) time. If Algorithm 7
is not called, it is clear that Algorithm 10 and Algorithm 11 both terminate in poly(n,m) time
as they perform only constantly many chore transfers. If Algorithm 7 is called, it performs only
constantly many chore transfers before calling either Algorithm 8 or Algorithm 9. Algorithm 8
performs only constantly many transfers outside of its two while loops in Line 12 and Line 36. In
both of these cases, we show in Lemma 24 that the loop terminates after at most m transfers. The
same is done for Algorithm 9, which performs constantly many tranfers outside of its two while
loops in Lines 19 and 17. Lemma 25 shows that they too terminate in at most m transfers. Thus,
it must be that Algorithm 5 terminates in strongly-polynomial time.

B Illustrative Examples

Example 6. The algorithm of [28] does not necessarily return a PO allocation.

Zhou and Wu [28] use the RoundRobin procedure as a subroutine in their algorithm. We show
that RoundRobin need not give a PO allocation. Consider the following instance with three agents
{a, b, c} and three chores {j1, j2, j3}.

Consider an execution of the RoundRobin algorithm using the order a, b, c. First a picks j1,
then b picks j2, then c picks j3. This gives a disutility vector of v1 = (1, 1, k) for agents a, b, c.
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j1 j2 j3

a 1 1 1

b k 1 k

c 1 k k

However allocating j3 to a, j2 to b and j1 to c gives a utility vector of v2 = (1, 1, 1), which Pareto-
dominates v1. Hence the outcome of RoundRobin is not necessarily PO, thus neither is outcome of
the algorithm of [28].

Example 7. Execution of Algorithm MakeInitGroups

Consider the chore allocation instance below (with only L-chores).

j1 j2 j3 j4 j5

a 1 1 1 1 k

b 1 1 1 k 1

c k k k k 1

MakeInitGroups begins with some cost-minimizing allocation x, say:

• xa = {j1, j2, j3, j4},

• xb = {j5},

• xc = {}.

Note that all chore payments are 1. Then, a is the big earner, and she pEF1-envies an agent who
is in her component, such as b. Indeed, (b, j1, a) is a shortest path from b to a in the MPB graph.
We thus transfer j1 from a to b, giving us:

• xa = {j2, j3, j4},

• xb = {j5, j1},

• xc = {}.

It remains that a is the big earner but she no longer pEF1-envies b, only c. As c is in her component
via shortest path (c, j5, b, j2, a), we transfer j5 to c, so we have:

• xa = {j2, j3, j4},

• xb = {j1},

• xc = {j5}.

Still a is the big earner. While she pEF1-envies both b and c, we note that c is no longer in her
component. We do however have shortest path (b, j2, a). We transfer j2 to b to get:

• xa = {j3, j4},

• xb = {j1, j2},

• xc = {j5}.
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Now we may take either a or b to be the big earner. Suppose we choose b. Only a is in b’s
component, and b does not pEF1-envy her. We are thus ready to form agent group N1 = {b, a}.
Then, c is left as the only agent not in a group, so she cannot pEF1-envy any other agent without
a group. So, c forms her own group N2 = {c}. As all agents now belong to a group, MakeInitGroups
outputs the following:

• xa = {j3, j4},

• xb = {j1, j2},

• xc = {j5}.

• N1 = {b, a}

• N2 = {c}

It is easy to verify that this output satisfies properties (i), (ii), and (iii) of Section 5.2.

Example 8. Execution of Algorithm 4, Algorithm 5, Algorithm 7, and Algorithm 9

Consider the chore allocation instance below where k = 5.

j1 j2 j3 j4 j5 j6 j7 j8 . . . j11

a 1 1 1 1 1 1 k k

b 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 k

c 1 1 1 1 k 1 1 k

Suppose Algorithm 4 outputs one agent group (so no transfers are required) with the following
allocation:

• xa = {j1, j2, j3, j8},

• xb = {j4, j5, j9, j10},

• xc = {j6, j7, j11}.

Then, Algorithm 5 calls Algorithm 7. Since b EFX-envies both a and c, we swap j9 and j3, giving
us the following allocation where the only EFX-envy is from a towards b:

• xa = {j1, j2, j9, j8},

• xb = {j4, j5, j3, j10},

• xc = {j6, j7, j11}.

Finally Algorithm 9 is called. We first execute on Line 14, where we swap j4 and j7, giving us:

• xa = {j1, j2, j9, j8},

• xb = {j7, j5, j3, j10},

• xc = {j6, j4, j11}.

We see that a still EFX-envies c, so we execute Line 17, swapping j9 with j4. We now have:

• xa = {j1, j2, j4, j8},
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• xb = {j7, j5, j3, j10},

• xc = {j6, j9, j11}.

Still we do not have EFX, as c now EFX-envies a. Then, we execute on Line 23, transferring j6 to
b. This gives us our final EFX allocation:

• xa = {j1, j2, j4, j8},

• xb = {j6, j7, j5, j3, j10},

• xc = {j9, j11}.

Example 9. Execution of Algorithm 4, Algorithm 5, Algorithm 7, and Algorithm 8

Consider the chore allocation instance below where k = 5.

j1 j2 j3 j4 j5 j6 . . . j10

a 1 1 1 k k k

b 1 1 1 1 1 k

c 1 1 1 1 1 k

Suppose Algorithm 4 outputs one agent group (so no transfers are required) with the following
allocation:

• xa = {j1, j2, j6},

• xb = {j3, j7, j8},

• xc = {j4, j5, j9, j10}.

Algorithm 5 again calls Algorithm 7. Since both b and c EFX-envy a, and |xc| > |xa|, we transfer
a K-chore from c to a, giving us:

• xa = {j1, j2, j6, j10},

• xb = {j3, j7, j8},

• xc = {j4, j5, j9}.

Now only b EFX-envies c and we move to Algorithm 8. Here we execute at Line 37 and first transfer
a 1-chore from a to c, then transfer a 1-chore from b to c. This gives us the EFX allocation:

• xa = {j2, j6, j10},

• xb = {j7, j8},

• xc = {j4, j5, j9, j1, j3}.

Example 10. Execution of Algorithm 4, Algorithm 5, and Algorithm 10

Consider the chore allocation instance below where k = 5.

j1 j2 j3 j4 j5 j6 j7 j8 j9 . . . j11

a 1 1 1 1 1 1 k 1 k

b k k k k k k 1 k k

c k k k k k k 1 1 k
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Here Algorithm 4 creates two agent groups {a} and {b, c} with the following initial allocation:

• xa = {j1, j2, j3, j4, j5, j6},

• xb = {j7, j9},

• xc = {j8, j10, j11}.

Then, to balance the chores, we raise the payments of chores belonging to a and transfer a chore
to both b and c, giving us:

• xa = {j1, j2, j3, j4},

• xb = {j7, j9, j5},

• xc = {j8, j10, j11, j6}.

Now the chores are balanced and Algorithm 10 is called. Since c still EFX-envies b, we next execute
Line 14, raising payments of xa and then transferring a chore, say j4, to b. This gives us the EFX
allocation:

• xa = {j1, j2, j3},

• xb = {j7, j9, j5, j4},

• xc = {j8, j10, j11, j6}.

Example 11. Execution of Algorithm 4, Algorithm 5, and Algorithm 11

Consider the chore allocation instance below where k = 5.

j1 j2 j3 j4 j5 j6 j7 . . . j12

a 1 1 1 1 1 k k

b 1 1 1 1 1 k k

c k k k k k 1 k

Here Algorithm 4 creates two agent groups {a, b} and {c} with the following initial allocation:

• xa = {j1, j2, j3, j7},

• xb = {j4, j5, j8, j9},

• xc = {j6, j10, j11, j12}.

Since the chores are balanced, no transfers are needed. Algorithm 5 then calls Algorithm 11. We
satisfy the conditions in Lines 11, 14 and 18 and execute accordingly. We transfer a K-chore from
c to a and a 1-chore from a to b. This gives us the final EFX allocation:

• xa = {j2, j3, j7, j12},

• xb = {j4, j5, j8, j9, j1},

• xc = {j6, j10, j11}.
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